ULTRASONIC REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

it's easy to install

ALSO

The SONY VO1810 VCR VIDEO CIRCUITS for the EXPERIMENTER

A TV PROJECT

Servicing features on GRUNDIG CTV Sets & The INDESIT T12LGB
Service Pack of Electrolytics  FANTASTIC OFFER 86 FOR £2.50 PER PACK
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mains power supply, made for 15 volt, Aerial Amps (inc. case)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF VARI-CAP - NEW</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF T/UNIT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEREO AMP. 11 Watts per ch. Les power supply</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Amp. 100 P.I.V. Bridge Rectifier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.H.T. Silicon Rectifier 3 off 15p (G770/HU37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12Kv Diode</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18Kv Diode 2 M/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYF33123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD116</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N3055</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BU105</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BU204</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BU208</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Mixed Fuses</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHT Rectifier Sticks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X80/150D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD118XPA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mains Droppers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69R-161R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147R-260R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25W</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF or UHF VARI-CAP Tuners</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line op Panels</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8 Type-Yoke</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Mixed Preset Pots</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.P. Audio Switch Push on/off</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100M 100V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000M 50V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470M 100V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000M 25V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 + 32M 350V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000M 50V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

120 MIXED PACK OF ELECTROLYTICS & PAPER CONDENSERS  £1.50

100 Green Polyester Condensers, Mixed Values. £2.00 per 100.

SENDZ COMPONENTS
2 WOOD GRANGE CLOSE, THORPE BAY, ESSEX.
Reg. Office only – No personal callers. Thank you.
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Leader

8 Teletopics
News, comment and developments.

12 Servicing Grundig Colour Receivers by A. Denham
Notes on the 5010/5011/6010/6011 series of 110° solid-state receivers which feature a thyristor line output stage.

15 Ultrasonic Remote Control Unit by Alan Willcox
A new system by A. Willcox based on his earlier designs but featuring minimum consumption and number of connections so that it can be added to the receiver with the minimum amount of work and modification.

18 Servicing Television Receivers by L. Lawry-Johns
Concluding the account of fault conditions experienced on the Philips K70 colour chassis.

24 Intercarrier Sound Pick-up by Hugh Cocks
A review of the system available from Manor Supplies for extracting the 6MHz intercarrier sound signal from a TV set for feeding to a high fidelity installation.

25 Next Month in Television

26 Servicing the Indesit Model T12LGB by John Law
A large number of these 12in. monochrome portables were imported over a period of several years. Some of the circuitry, for example the chopper mains power supply system, is unusual. A guide to the chassis and fault finding procedures.

32 The Sony VO1810 Videocassette Recorder, Part 1 by M. P. Riley
In the first of this two-part account of the Sony VCR the signal processing techniques in both the record and playback modes are described.

40 Service Notebook by G. R. Wilding
Notes on faults and how to tackle them.

42 Video Circuits for the Experimenter by Luke Theodossiou
Luke Theodossiou describes the various video output circuits he has tried out in the solid-state monochrome receiver he first built four years ago.

44 Long-Distance Television by Roger Bunney
Reports of DX reception and conditions, and news from abroad. Plus an account of Tropospheric propagation and reception, to prepare enthusiasts for the start of the new season.

49 Your Problems Solved
A selection from readers’ queries.

51 Test Case 167
Can you solve this fault? Plus the answer to last month’s problem.

Held-over: We regret that due to shortage of space we have had to hold over until next month Dewi James’s column on some less usual fault conditions.

OUR NEXT ISSUE DATED DECEMBER WILL BE PUBLISHED ON NOVEMBER 15
TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

ALL MAKES SUPPLIED PROMPTLY by our

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

All Mono Lopts at the one price

£6.20 TRADE

£6.75 RETAIL (V.A.T. INCLUDED)

Postage and Packing 60p

£6.75 RETAIL (V.A.T. INCLUDED)

Postage and Packing 60p

Exempt

BUSH MODELS TV53 to TV101.

EKCO MODELS TC208 to TV417.

FERGUSON MODELS 305 to 546.

FERRANTI MODELS 1084 to 1092.

Except

HMV MODELS 1876 to 1878, 1890 to 1896, FR 20.

MURPHY MODELS V280 to V330, V420, V440, 635X to 789 OIL-FILLED.

REGENTONE MODELS 10-4 to 10-21, 1718, R2, R3, 191, 192.

RGD 519-621, 710, 711.

ALL AT £2.81 + 60p P & P

All Lopts NEW and GUARANTEED for SIX MONTHS

E. J. PAPWORTH AND SON Ltd.,
80 MERTON HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.19

01-540 3955

NOW FROM STIRLING SOUND

A NEW IMPROVED CROSS HATCH GENERATOR

MODEL RF.5

Developed out of the outstandingly successful Cross Hatch Generator Mk.2 as sold originally through our founder associates, Bi-Pre-Pak Ltd., the Stirling Sound RF.5 incorporates technical advances making it equal in performance and operational features to far more expensive types. The RF.5 is compact, ruggedly built and includes blank raster for purity test in addition to the four patterns essential for colour TV testing. In size and external appearance, the RF.5 is similar to the Mk.2; otherwise, the circuitry has been re-designed and its usefulness greatly increased. Direct from our own factory. Ready built and guaranteed + VAT @ 8% and 50p for packing and postage.

£14.75

TV SIGNAL STRENGTH METER

As described in this journal. A finely designed instrument of enormous value to the TV engineer, etc. Complete kit of guaranteed parts, and as specified £19.50 + 50p postage & packing + V.A.T. at 8%.

250-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA

ESSEX SS0 9DF

Telephone Southend (0702) 46344

Factory - Shoeburyness, Essex.

STIRLING SOUND

(A member of the Bi-Pre-Pak group)

Please send X-Hatch Generator
TV Signal Strength Meter
for which I enclose £........................inc. V.A.T. & post & packing.

NAME

ADDRESS

01-540 3955

STIRLING SOUND, 220 West Rd., Westcliff, Essex SS0 9DF
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As described in this journal. A finely designed instrument of enormous value to the TV engineer, etc. Complete kit of guaranteed parts, and as specified £19.50 + 50p postage & packing + V.A.T. at 8%.

£19.50

Large S.A.E. (10p stamp) brings free Stirling Sound/Bi-Pre-Pak Catalogue of transistors, components, etc.

STIRLING SOUND, 220 West Rd., Westcliff, Essex SS0 9DF
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The Old Police Station, Gloucester Road, LITTLEHAMPTON, Sussex.
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ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT. AT 12½%. NOTHING EXTRA TO PAY
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THE UM4 "COLOURBOOSTER" UHF/625 LINE
Can produce remarkable improvements in colour and picture quality in fringe or difficult areas with significant reduction in noise (snow).

IVORY PLASTIC CASE 3½ x 3½ x 1½ FELT BASE

CHANNELS: Group A, Red code
Please

Group B, Yellow code

Specify

Group C-D, Green code

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR BLACK AND WHITE

Also the M4 DUAL BAND VHF UNIT
Boosts all Band III and any specified Band 1 channel simultaneously. Nominal gain 16-18 dB on both bands.

NEW PRODUCTS Lim. WILTS.

6 ORCHARD GDNS., TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON

THE VIRTUAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION LTD.

Europe’s most progressive IC capability
We are world leaders in the development and manufacture of surface acoustic wave devices.
We have the widest range of TV IC’s available. All 100% tested for long life and reliability.
Contact your Plessey Semiconductor distributor now.

Best Electronics (Slough) Ltd.,
Unit 4, Farnburn Avenue,
Slough, Bucks SL1 4XV.
Tel: 0753 31700. Telex: 84771

Cheney Manor, Swindon,
Wiltshire SN2 2QW.
Tel: 0793 36251. Telex: 449637.

and a range of integrated circuits for all your television requirements from PLESSEY Semiconductors

All goods are second hand, and subject to the standard guarantee. Terms of business. Cash or

Cheney Manor, Swindon,
Wiltshire SN2 2QW.
Tel: 0793 36251. Telex: 449637.

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.
20, Southbridge Road, Croydon, Surrey
Telephone: 01-681 7848/9

REBUILT COLOUR TUBES ALL SIZES AVAILABLE
Full range of rebuilt mono tubes available, Standard, Rimband and Twin Panel.

★ Complete new gun fitted to every tube.
★ 12 months’ guarantee.
★ 18 years’ experience in tube rebuilding.
★ Trade enquiries welcomed.
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#### LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUSH</th>
<th>DECCA</th>
<th>MURPHY</th>
<th>PHILIPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TV102C</td>
<td>DR1</td>
<td>V843</td>
<td>177G100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV103 or D</td>
<td>DR2</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV105S or D</td>
<td>DR3</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G106a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV106</td>
<td>DR4</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G106b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV107</td>
<td>DR5</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G109b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV108</td>
<td>DR6</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G109s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV112C</td>
<td>DR7</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G161a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV113</td>
<td>DR8</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G161b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV115 or C</td>
<td>DR9</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G161c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV118</td>
<td>DR10</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G161d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV123</td>
<td>DR11</td>
<td></td>
<td>177G161e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV124</td>
<td>DR12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV125 or U</td>
<td>DR13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tidman Mail Order Ltd.

- **Address:** 236 Sandycombe Road, Richmond, Surrey.
- **Contact:** Your nearest depot for service by-return.

### Hamond Components (Midland) Ltd.

- **Address:** 416, Moseley Road, Birmingham B12 9AX.
- **Phone:** 021-440 6144
- **Callers welcome. Please phone before calling.**

### COLOUR TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

- **E.H.T. RECTIFIER TRAYS (Prices on application)**

### ADVERTISEMENT

**Let's Generate**

- **Trying to align that TV without a pattern generator?**
- **Can't find one I can afford with a simple aerial connection?**
- **Try this new Doram kit... its advanced design doesn't need alignment.**

### NEW UHF Pattern Generator Kit

- **Previously available in Nov-1976 issue of E.T.I.**
- **Features:**
  - mains powered
  - built in pulse generator giving interlaced scan
  - frequency cannot drift—adjusted using visual display
  - extremely stable.

- **For adjusting static and dynamic convergence, geometry, focus, beam limiting, grey scale, black level clipping etc.**

- **Only £19.77+8% VAT.**

- **Television 11/76 - Please print block capitals**

---

**Doram**

- **Doram Electronics Ltd.**
  - **P.O. Box 398, Leeds L82 2UF**
  - **Enclose £19.77+8% VAT.**
  - **Please send me by return a Doram UHF Pattern Generator plug-in free in U.K. orders from elsewhere please add 32p for plug-in only.**

---

**For Electrocomponents Group Company**

**POST CODE**

---

**Television November 1976**
Learn to understand electronics for your hobbies

1. Learn-Kit course
Step by step, we take you through all the fundamentals of electronics and show you how easily the subject can be mastered.

1. BUILD AN OSCILLOSCOPE.
2. READ, DRAW AND UNDERSTAND CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.
3. CARRY OUT OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS ON BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND SEE HOW THEY WORK.

2. Become a Radio-Amateur
Learn how to become a radio-amateur in contact with the wide world. We give skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence.

Classroom Training at
62 BRIDGE STREET, RAMSBOTTOM, BURY, LANCS.

NAME

ADDRESS

P & P U.K. 20p PER ORDER. OVERSEAS ALLOW FOR PACKAGE AND POSTAGE. CASH WITH ALL ORDERS.

BRIARWOOD TELEVISION LTD.
161 BROWNROYD HILL ROAD, WISBEY, BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE BD8 1NU.
TEL. (0274) 671880.

PRICES QUOTED FOR QUANTITY BUYING - 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000, 10,000 UPWARDS.

NAME

ADDRESS

Please add 12 1/2% VAT to all items and overseas at cost.

P & P U.K. 20p PER ORDER. OVERSEAS ALLOW FOR PACKAGE AND POSTAGE. CASH WITH ALL ORDERS.

PLEASE FORWARD 10% TO AERIAL BOOSTERS.

ALL VALVES, IC’s OFFERED ARE NEW AND BRANDED. MANUFACTURED BY MULLARD, I.T.T., TEXAS, MOTOROLA, ETC.

PLEASE FORWARD 10% TO AERIAL BOOSTERS.

E.H.T. TRAYS
MOS-CHROME
590 KX 1400 £2.15
1600 17” 19” 3 stick £2.26
11-16” 70w. £0.75

E.H.T. TRAYS COLOUR
Pink 61/2” £4.20
Decca (large screen) £5.40
GEC £11.00 £5.50
GEC Hybrid C.T.V. £3.50
Thorn 3000/3500 £5.30
Thorn 8000 £5.50
Thorn 9500 £4.50
G.R.W. £5.50
Decca Series 30 TH25/1 HT £2.30
IT/AB CVCS £5.88
Philips G52 Series £5.88
RRI (RBM) £4.83

ALL TRANSISTORS, IC’s OFFERED ARE NEW AND BRANDED. MANUFACTURED BY MULLARD, I.T.T., TEXAS, MOTOROLA, ETC.

PLEASE FORWARD 10% TO AERIAL BOOSTERS.

BRIARWOOD TELEVISION LTD.
161 BROWNROYD HILL ROAD, WISBEY, BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE BD8 1NU.
TEL. (0274) 671880.
TELEVISION

40 YEARS ON

Last month it was ITV's 21st anniversary. This month it is again appropriate to look back. Form November 2nd 1936 saw the official opening of the BBC's high-definition television service from Alexandra Palace. From the optimism then expressed, just 40 years ago, to the present gloom in the industry tells more than a little about the UK's ups and downs. Let's first record the situation in late 1936 however.

At the start of the BBC service there were two hours of programmes a day, from 3-4 p.m. and 9-10 p.m., except on Sundays. And there was a thing that was to dog us again many years later - dual-standard operation. At the time the service commenced, the Television Advisory Committee had yet to decide between Baird's 240-line, 25Hz non-interlaced system and the Marconi/EMI 405-line, 50Hz interlaced system. So the earliest sets on sale had to have dual-standard timebases - field as well as line! The TAC finally reached the decision that the 405-line system should be adopted for the Alexandra Palace transmissions in mid-February 1937, pushed somewhat it seems by the BBC.

There had been regular TV transmissions since August, but November 2nd marked the official start of the world's first high-definition TV service. Experiments were being carried out elsewhere. There had been experimental transmissions in Germany for some three years, using a 180-line non-interlaced system, and at the 1936 Berlin Radio Exhibition there were experimental 375-line interlaced transmissions from Witzleben near Berlin and Brocken in the Hartz mountains. Philips in Holland had been experimenting with the German 180-line system, then adapted the Marconi/EMI 405-line system. In the USA, RCA had been transmitting experimentally from atop the Empire State Building, using a 343-line interlaced system. But there is a great deal of difference between experimental transmissions and a regular service. For one thing, with a regular service you start to get the essential build up of operational know how, both at the transmitting and receiving ends. In fact the initial transmissions suffered from the optimism then expressed, just 40 years ago, to the present gloom in the industry tells more than a little about the UK's ups and downs. Let's first record the situation in late 1936 however.

Writing in these pages, Thermion commented "And so, inconspicuously, we see the dawn of a new industry..." The UK was ahead in pioneering TV, though from the public's point of view TV was but a small thing - there were estimated to be only some 1,000 sets at the start of the service, and there were still only some 20,000 sets at the outbreak of the war.

Why didn't the UK capitalise on its lead and maintain its pre-eminence in the industry? For one thing, by the time the war brought everything to a halt no one had managed to make money out of television. It was the familiar dilemma of set prices being high until large-scale production could start. Television in the UK resumed in 1946. Meanwhile, only in the USA had regular transmissions started - in 1941, on the 525-line system. The US TV industry was still small however, its main advantage lying in the improvements which the 525-line system had brought with it.

The growth of TV in the UK was slow; it wasn't till 1949 that the second transmitter, Sutton Coldfield, came into operation. A decade later however most homes in the UK had TV. But the industry tended to be introspective, bound by the 405-line standard.

The ensuing years saw the spread of television to most countries, but with little participation by the UK industry, certainly on the receiver side. It's the Japanese who have dominated the world TV receiver market in recent years, and it's precisely this that is causing our setmakers so much alarm at the present time. Our radio industry gave up some years ago, following the onslaught from the Far East. Our high fidelity industry is but a shadow of its stature in the early 50s, the time of the Leak Point One amplifier, the Ferranti ribbon pickup and the Quad full-range electrostatic loudspeaker, to mention only a few of the achievements of those days. Monochrome tube production has ceased in the UK, and colour tube production is threatened. Very few portable monochrome sets are now being produced and imports rise steadily. The question is whether our so far fit and competitive colour receiver industry can survive? It has a reasonable chance if the government keeps a careful eye on international trading conditions and the industry itself goes for an international market. But today, 40 years on, the outlook is difficult and uncertain, and one can't help feeling that a lot of opportunities have been lost.
VIEWDATA TRIAL EXPANSION

More than 70 organisations are now participating in the pilot trial, started at the beginning of the year, of the Post Office Viewdata system. All four branches of the Post Office are taking part in addition to television companies, news organisations, consumer groups, travel organisations and educational establishments. The Post Office Telecommunications department is providing all the necessary technical requirements of the service as well as supplying telephone, telex and data transmission information.

Major TV setmakers taking part included GEC, ITT, Philips, Pye, Rank and Thorn. Their main concern at present is whether viewdata receiver terminals can be manufactured at reasonable cost on existing production lines. The setmakers, along with component manufacturers such as Texas Instruments and Mullard, are also investigating the circuitry required for the decoders – much of this is common to both Viewdata and Teletext.

Editing terminals are not at present available and in consequence information has to be given to the Post Office for insertion into the data base. Eventually, the aim is to rent editing terminals to users who would then be able to insert their information without involving the Post Office. If the service gets underway subscribers will have access to a number of computer centres throughout the country. During the trial all the information is stored at the Post Office research centre near Ipswich.

OVER-VOLTAGE PROTECTION ADDED TO THORN 8000 SERIES CHASSIS

The power supply used in the Thorn 8000 series chassis has been modified to incorporate over-voltage protection. The new power supply panel – PC846 – can be easily recognised by the presence of an extra subpanel (PC837) attached to it. It can be fitted to the 8000A, 8500 and 8800 chassis but not to the original 8000 chassis (with two-section mains dropper). The basic modifications are shown in Fig. 1, and the circuit is interesting in having two modes of operation.

First is a conventional crowbar action. If the h.t. regulator thyristor W703 goes short-circuit the HT1 line will rise excessively and as a result zener diode W711 will fire. The pulse appearing at the gate of the protection thyristor W710 will then fire it. The short-circuit across the h.t. line via W710, W708 and R727 results in the thermal cut-out at the back of the set operating.

The second, recycling mode comes into operation if W703 is intact and the h.t. rises to an excessive level due to some other cause, such as misadjustment of the set e.h.t. control, or component failure in the ramp control circuit or in the 25V stabiliser circuit which is used as a reference. In this event W710 fires and discharges the ramp capacitor C712 via W707. It will be recalled (see our coverage of the chassis in the January 1976 and subsequent issues) that C712 charges from the 25V line, and that when the voltage across it reaches 8V a pulse is produced to fire the h.t. regulator thyristor W703. On the negative mains half-cycles W705/W706 conduct and C712 discharges. With W710 discharging C712 via W707 however the voltage across it does not rise sufficiently to result in W703 being fired. The receiver thus trips, and if the disturbance is temporary – caused by flashover etc. – normal picture and sound will be restored automatically. If the fault persists however the tripping will continue until the fault is cleared or the receiver is switched off.

The period of the trip cycle is set by the crowbar thyristor's holding current. Because this varies with production tolerances, R736 is included in the circuit. The main reservoir/smoothing capacitors C706/C704 discharge during the negative mains half-cycles, while at the same time a ballast current is drawn through R736: when this current is equal and opposite to the discharge current to C704/C706, W710 cuts off removing the short-circuit across C712. Normal circuit action is then restored. The trip period varies between 2-5 seconds depending on component tolerances.

R733 prevents crowbar action due to leakage in the zener diode W711, while C717 prevents spurious tripping due to

![Fig. 1: Over-voltage protection circuit now used in the Thorn 8000 series chassis. The following components have been added: R736, W707, W711, R733, C717, W708, W709 and W710.](image-url)
Here's the remarkable new

VIDEOMASTER®

Superscore Home TV Game
Get it together for only £24.95

Available to you in kit form at the same moment as its national launch, the brilliant new Videomaster Superscore contains the latest product of MOS technology: a TV game chip.

The logic contained in it had previously to be generated by 100 TTL devices. Now it is condensed into one 28-pin chip.

This all-new Videomaster plugs into your 625-line UHF TV set (for overseas customers having VHF sets we can supply the necessary VHF modulator) to give you four exciting games (including tennis and football) and two future game options. It features on-screen digital scoring, realistic hit sounds, two bat sizes, two ball speeds, automatic serving and much more. It runs on six 1½ volt SP11 type batteries (not supplied).

The Videomaster Superscore kit costs only £24.95 including VAT (recommended retail price of the ready built model is over £40.00) and comes complete with ready-tuned UHF or VHF modulator, circuit board with printed legend, all resistors, transistors and diodes, built-in loudspeaker, socket for mains adaptor, and, of course, the TV game chip itself.

Easy to put together the Superscore has full assembly instructions, circuit diagram and circuit description. Don't miss this chance to own the newest electronic game at such low cost.

POST TODAY TO:

Videomaster Ltd 14/20 Headfort Place, London SW1X 7HN

Please send me (insert No. requ’d) Videomaster Superscore Kits at £24.95 (inc. VAT & P&P in UK) or £23.10+£4.00 for P&P overseas)

I enclose my cheque/money order* for £ VHF modulator required YES/NO*

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________

ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

* delete as necessary
Reg. Office No. 1112532
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PIL TUBE GUN CHANGE

One feature of the original PIL tube was that the centre gun was the red one. This has subsequently been changed, the green gun now being the centre one as in other in-line gun tubes. Thorn state that PIL tubes with a green centre gun have a green dot on the label – if in doubt, check the screen with a magnifying glass to see whether green is the centre colour. The change affects the purity and static convergence adjustments to the 9000 chassis. With the later production tube, purity adjustments should initially be made with the red and blue guns switched off. The instructions inside the back cover still apply, except that in the illustration and text green must be substituted for red and vice-versa – the same applies to cyan and magenta.

MORE TUBES

In addition to the 90° PIL tube used in the Thorn 9000 chassis and some Continental sets, RCA has now introduced a 22in. 110° version, type A56-610X. This is at present being evaluated by setmakers. A 26in. version has been in production in the USA for some time – type A67-610X – but it is not certain whether this will be imported.

On the monochrome tube front, Philips have introduced six new tubes, making a total of twelve in current production. For portable receivers, a new 9in. 90° tube, and 14in. and 17in. 110° tubes, are now available in addition to the existing 12in. tube. All have the narrow 20mm diameter neck. For table and console sets there are new 20 and 28.6mm diameter necks. All the new tubes feature guns designed to operate with a first anode voltage of 130V, and all have the narrow 20mm diameter cathodes.

For portable receivers, a new 9in. 90° tube, and 14in. and 17in. 110° tubes, are now available in addition to the existing 12in. tube. All have the narrow 20mm diameter neck. For table and console sets there are new 20 and 28.6mm diameter necks. All the new tubes feature guns designed to operate with a first anode voltage of 130V, and all have the narrow 20mm diameter cathodes.

More TV ICs

ITT Semiconductors have announced additions to their range of i.c.s for television receivers, mainly for use in the front end. First the company is offering an i.c. set for controlling TV tuners. It composes of two MOS i.c.s which provide all the data required for tuner control, such as tuning voltage, switching voltage for band selection (where applicable) and the a.c. signal. The set comprises the storage i.c. type SAA1020, which functions as a static shift register and has an extremely low current consumption, and the control i.c. type SAA1021, which performs the data processing duties. The low current consumption of the SAA1020 enables the channel data to remain stored for almost a year, even when the TV is switched off. Power is provided by a small 1-5V battery. This i.c. set also facilitates electronic station searching, with silent tuning. This method of station selection obviates the need for any mechanical tuning/storage devices (such as tuning potentiometers).

Also new is a 30-channel ultrasonic transmitter/receiver combination, the SAA1024 and SAA1025. An alternative receiver circuit, the SAA1130, offers programme store as an additional feature. The latter can be used to drive the new SAA1008 character generator which enables the selected channel to be displayed on the screen.

There is also a sound channel i.c. The ITT TDA1035 is a combined intercarrier sound plus audio output i.c. suitable for use in mains and/or battery operated receivers, and is encapsulated in a plastic package similar to the TO116, with thirteen pin connections. The cooling tabs on the case are sufficient for 2W output without any further heat-sinking, but if the tabs are soldered to a sufficiently large copper-clad area of the printed circuit an output power of 4W can be obtained. The device has thermal limiting. One attractive feature of the i.c. is the low number of external components (see Fig. 2). The circuit itself comprises a limiting i.f. amplifier, coincidence demodulator, electronic (d.c.) volume control system, audio preamplifier and push-pull audio output stage. The i.f. section has excellent limiting characteristics, offering high a.m. suppression. For connection to a video recorder, the device also offers a direct a.f. output which is not affected by the volume control. The i.f. section can be switched off by a d.c. voltage to enable the audio amplifier to be driven from an external signal source, e.g. from a video recorder.

A similar device has been announced by National Semiconductor. This is type LM1808. The i.f. section of this i.c. is similar to the LM3065. An improved volume control circuit is included (providing 75dB range) so that the recovered audio is a linear function of the volume control.
potentiometer. The power amplifier section is similar to the popular LM380 i.e., featuring both thermal and short circuit protection. The unit can provide 2W output at low distortion using the copper-clad printed board as a heat-sink. In order to reduce the number of external components, the power amplifier has a fixed voltage gain. The chip is housed in a standard 18-pin dual-in-line package.

MODIFICATIONS
A second important modification has been made to the field output circuit used in the Thorn 1600 17in. monochrome chassis. The original driver/output stage consisted of an SN76033N-07 i.e. Subsequently a resistor/diode/transistor combination was added to the output circuit to protect the i.e. In the latest version of the chassis the i.e. and its associated circuitry have been replaced by a field output module, part number 06M4-622-001. This has a driver i.e., RCA type CA3094AE, followed by a discrete transistor field output stage consisting of a complementary pair of RCA transistors, types 17377 and 17376. These transistors are selected ones from types 2N6290 and 2N6109 respectively and must be obtained from Thorn.

In the Philips G9 chassis, as in the G8 chassis, a waveform squaring transistor is included between the sinewave line oscillator and the line driver stages. A production change to overcome line jitter in the G9 chassis has recently been introduced and consists of the addition of a capacitor (code number C5105) between the base of the squaring transistor T5102 and chassis. The value may be 150pF or 180pF.

A v.d.r. is available from Thorn service depots for fitting across the receiver side of the mains on/off switch on the 3000/3500 chassis to prevent destruction of W602 due to abnormal mains-borne switching transients. W602 is the mains rectifier which provides the 300V feed to the chopper transistor.

TRANSMITTER OPENINGS
The following relay stations are now in operation. All transmissions are vertically polarised:

- Abercraf (Powys, Wales) ITV channel 25 (HTV Wales).
- Receiving aerial group A.
- Ilfracombe: BBC-1 channel 58, ITV channel 61 (Westward Television), BBC-2 channel 64. Receiving aerial group C/D.
- Larne (Antrim) ITV channel 49 (Ulster Television), Receiving aerial group B.
- Long Mountain (Powys, Wales) ITV channel 61 (HTV Wales). Receiving aerial group C/D.
- New Galloway (Scotland) ITV channel 23 (Border Television). Receiving aerial group A.

THE US SCENE
With sales forecasts suggesting that more than seven million TV receivers will be sold in the USA during the course of the year, it was rather surprising that this year's Consumer Electronics Show, which was held at Chicago's McCormic Place, did not see more extensive participation from the setmakers.

Several new Zenith models were introduced incorporating the close-up "zoom" feature which the company introduced last year. In addition, the new sets feature a "picture" control which adjusts the contrast, brightness and colour level simultaneously. GE are to use an automatic colour intensity and tint control on some of their forth-coming models. They call this Vertical Interval Reference (or VIR). It makes use of the coded reference signal which is transmitted during a field blanking interval line. Automatic brightness compensation to suit varying ambient light conditions is featured by most setmakers, for example RCA, Motorola, JVC, Panasonic and Zenith.

Admiral have introduced an optional remote control unit which is intended to be installed by the customer. All that is required is to remove the receiver's front panel and plug it in. Time and channel displays are being introduced on many new models which use electronic tuning (this is relatively new in the US).

All in all the market is fairly buoyant. Setmakers are introducing new features on most of their new models to entice the buying public.

LONG-DISTANCE TV BOOK
The new (third) edition of Roger Bunney's Long-Distance Television book is now available – at £1.11 including postage from Weston Publishing, 33 Cherville Street, Romsey, Hants SO5 8FB. A quick glance at an advance copy reveals that it has been extensively revised and substantially increased in size. We shall be reviewing the book in greater detail shortly.

"OLD" NEW EHT CONCEPT?
Following our report on the new e.h.t. concept – a combined multiplier/line output transformer – being developed by General Instruments (see Teletopics, July 1976 issue, p. 456), we have since learnt that the idea was first patented by E. K. Cole of Southend back in March 1966! Varo Semiconductor, a US firm which has recently established a sales office in the UK, is now selling this transformer/diode combination. Since most UK setmakers have their own line output transformer winding facilities the company is at present selling the transformer overwinding (with the diodes built in) which is attached to the transformer core during manufacture. Varo also say they can supply complete units if required – assuming the quantity is right.

Mullard is also active in this field and has now announced its DST (diode-split transformer). Over 100,000 of these units have apparently been produced in the UK and on the Continent, where they are already in use in some colour receivers. During long-term tests Mullard have logged more than 750,000 device hours without a single failure. This indicates that a long life can be expected. British setmakers are at present evaluating them, and if accepted you could be meeting them in 1977's models.

MARKET FORECAST
The Henley Centre for Economic Forecasting in its latest research publication UK Leisure Markets forecasts that by 1981 nearly 80% of UK households will probably have a colour set. Good news for the BBC at any rate, since its finances are so dependent on the number of colour licences. But the prospects for setmakers are not very optimistic.

Colour set deliveries for 1977 and 1978 are estimated as likely to be around 1-4 and 1-6 million respectively – in other words hardly any upswing compared to the depressed trading during the last couple of years. Finally, the forecasters point out that the replacement colour TV market will be of growing importance by 1980-1, while if Teletext and the video market get going by then dealers should be in for a fairly roseby time.
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Servicing Grundig Colour Receivers

A. Denham

THE group of models covered by these notes consists of the 5010, 5011, 6010 and 6011. The 5010 and 5011 feature touch-button tuning and the 6010 and 6011 ultrasonic remote control — they are all 110° 26in. models. These sets were the first all solid-state Grundig models and use a thyristor line output stage. A quick look at the line output stage circuit (see Fig. 1) shows that everything to the right of C518 is a.c. coupled to the h.t. line: how this fact can be made use of in servicing will be described later.

The power supply circuitry is shown in Fig. 3. With the exception of the 24V “E” supply to the field generator circuit all the I.T. rails are derived from the line timebase. The h.t. rails are unstabilised, being derived from the mains bridge rectifier Di605 and the various series resistors.

The supply to the line oscillator is also derived from the line output stage. This means that a start system has to be provided so that the line oscillator can get going before the line output stage comes into operation. For this purpose rectifier Di638 is fed from a winding on the mains transformer. Once the scan-derived “F” supply is established Di638 is reverse biased and cuts off.

The c.r.t. drive system is somewhat unusual, with a luminance output transistor (Tr375, BF459G) driving the cathodes and three BF459G transistors (Tr571, Tr581 and Tr591) providing colour-difference drives to the three grids.

The i.f. circuit is housed in a plug-in can at the bottom of the main printed board. It contains a single transistor i.f. preamplifier and a TBA440 i.c. which provides the i.f. gain, demodulation and the a.g.c. action.

The sound channel follows common continental practice, with a TBA120S intercarrier sound i.c. and a TBA800 audio i.c. There are just two coils to tune, the input and quadrature coils.

The luminance output transistor is driven by a TBA970 luminance signal processing i.c. on which the contrast and brightness controls operate.

There are two i.c.s in the decoder. A TBA510 provides chrominance signal gain, saturation control (d.c.), burst blanking and gating, chrominance delay line drive and colour-killing, while a TAA630 provides chrominance signal demodulation, PAL switching and G-Y matrixing. Four transistors act as burst and ident amplifiers and reference oscillator and buffer stages.

So much for a quick look at the circuit arrangement, now for the faults.

At one time every engineer must have scratched his head and cursed the new-fangled idea of the thyristor line output stage. That they are awkward to service is a fallacy however. The usual symptom of a fault in the line output stage is the cutout tripping. In this event remove the back and locate the point marked “A” on the main board — to the right of the c.r.t. opening, roughly in the centre of the right-hand section of the board. Look 45° to the right, and observe the vertical row of soldered joints. These are the connections to the line output stage input/commutating transformer. Usually one of the connections will be found to be dry-jointed and the cause of the trouble.

If all appears well here we can make use of the fact mentioned at the start, that the two halves of the line output stage circuit are a.c. coupled. Short-circuit the anode and cathode of the scan thyristor Ty518 and switch on. If normal sound returns with no e.h.t., the fault is in the scan thyristor’s trigger circuit. Replacing C515, R515 and L515 will usually effect a cure, though Di504 and R504 in series with the stabilising transducer can also cause this fault.

If the cutout still trips, remove the line oscillator board and try again. If this action cures the tripping look for a dry-joint around the flyback thyristor Ty511, its parallel diode Di511, the “KA” coil L516 or the line output stage coupling/tuning capacitors C516 and C518.

If this does not cure the tripping remove the anode lead from the flyback thyristor Ty511 to check whether it is short-circuit. If not, check the mains bridge rectifier Di605, or for an h.t. short.

Sound but no e.h.t., without tripping, indicates that either the scan thyristor Ty518 or its parallel diode Di518 is short-circuit or that fuse Si521 associated with the e.h.t. tripler is open-circuit.

Lack of width with the e.h.t. control R508 (HS potentiometer) inoperative should lead to an examination of this area for dry-joints and a check on the stabiliser feedback sensing transistor Tr506 in case it is faulty. I use a BFY50 as a replacement in this position.

A peculiar fault occurs when L515 in the scan thyristor’s trigger circuit goes short-circuit. The centre of the picture becomes folded, the e.h.t. rises to in excess of 30kV, and R545 and R546 in series with the c.r.t. first anode controls cook along with one or sometimes all three of the first anode potentiometers themselves. The fault is due to the scan thyristor being triggered on early.

The focus v.d.r. R522 occasionally burns out, giving poor focus.

On some later sets the line output stage thyristors and their parallel diodes are incorporated in a common encapsulation. If one of these is replaced with the earlier types (TA16091 flyback thyristor, TA16090 scan thyristor) then the associated diode (TA16093 and TA16092 respectively) must also be fitted.

A blank screen with no sound or picture but a faint raster is usually due to a dry-joint on the line output stage input/commutating transformer — the l.t. supplies for the signal circuits are derived from one of the windings on this transformer. Alternatively the rectifier diode (Di631) which is fed by this winding may be defective — sometimes its reservoir capacitor C632 is damaged as well.

I have only rarely had any bother with the TBA920 line oscillator/sync separator i.c.

The field timebase seldom gives trouble. The main fault in this area is cracks in the main board due to rough handling. The output stage is slightly unusual: there are two GD241 power transistors, the second acting as an emitter-follower to provide a low-impedance output which is capacitively coupled to the scan coils etc. Lack of height is usually due to one or both of the GD241 transistors being faulty — with the BD135 emitter-follower driver transistor getting very hot.

Another unusual feature of the field timebase is the use of a unijunction transistor (type TIS43) as the field oscillator. This is preceded by a BC238 sync pulse amplifier. Field jitter is usually due to one or other of these two transistors.
Fig. 1: Simplified circuit of the thyristor line output stage, Models 5011 and 6011. The following differences apply to the earlier Models 5010 and 6010: C434 0.18pF, C506 4.7nF, C516 and C518 0.14pF, C512 3.3nF, R512 220Ω 9W, C513 560pF in parallel with C512 R512, C517 75nF, R517 1Ω. In addition there are five connections to the line output transformer primary winding, R531 and the thyristor circuitry being connected to separate tags. R531 is 220Ω 11W on the 5011/6011; on the 5010/6010 it's 100Ω 9W while between Td2 and C532 there is a parallel diode (Di532)/resistor (R532 2.2kΩ) combination.

Protection circuitry: The safety circuit R513/Di513/Di514 is on the later models. If the voltage at tag c on the line output transformer rises above 68V Di514 and Di513 conduct, triggering Ty51 1 so that the cutout Si604 goes open-circuit. In the earlier models the network shown between A and B is included to protect the flyback thyristor Ty51 1. This operates as follows. Di502 charges C502 to approximately 620V: in the event of a flashover the circuit acts as a clamp so that the pulse appearing across Ty511 does not exceed 620V.

Fig. 2: The c.r.t. first anode supply and line flyback blanking circuit.

The decoder is very reliable and I've yet to experience faults here. For future reference however, to over-ride the colour killer short-circuit TP13 to TP15. To set the reference oscillator frequency, over-ride the colour killer, short TP16 to chassis and set R871 (RN) for zero beat. Peculiar colours with flyback lines on one colour is usually due to a dry-joint on the colour-difference amplifier panel or one of the three BF459G transistors being faulty. I use MJE340 transistors for replacement purposes. On one occasion however one of the TD190A clamp diodes (Di575/Di585/Di595) turned out to be open-circuit. BA148 or BY206 diodes are suitable replacements. The 50Ω preset gain controls (R573/R583/R593) in the emitter circuits of the output transistors can give such troubles as intermittent loss of one colour with lines at the top of the screen.

Absence of the luminance signal can be due to the luminance delay line, the BF459G luminance output transistor (Tr375), the TBA970 luminance signal processing i.c. or even a fault on the service switch mounted on the tube base. LF. faults have also been rare – limited to one case of poor definition due to a dry-jointed coil and a case of a.g.c. overloading due to the TBA440 i.c. being faulty.

Sound faults are more common however – usually weak sound with buzzing as the TBA120S intercarrier sound i.c. goes faulty, or distortion due to the TBA800 audio i.c. The tuners were at one time plagued by drift. This was when the TAA550 tuning voltage stabiliser was replaced by the 2KT3. Fit a TAA550 to troublesome panels. Problems with the touch-tuning or remote control systems are best left to Grundig (UK) Ltd unless a touch with the soldering iron can help – yes, even this board gets dry joints, especially around the stabiliser feed resistor R252 (33kΩ) which tends to run hot (on Model 5011 this resistor is R202, 22kΩ, on Model 6011 it's again coded R252 but the value is 27kΩ).

Problems with the tuning resistors being intermittent can be solved on later panels by removing the carbon tracks and cleaning them with Servisol or similar cleaner. This cannot be done on earlier models, so the board has to be replaced.

Dry-joints in the tuner itself can often be the cause of low gain. The judicious use of a small iron will often cure this fault.
Fig. 3: Power supply circuitry, Model 5010. R640 is not on earlier sets. Differences with the remote control Model 6010 are shown in Fig. 4 (see below). In the later 5011/6011 models there is no +K supply; Si601 is 4AT, Si641 125mAT and Si645 1-6AT; diode D629 (TD190) is added between the base and emitter of TR628 (cathode to base, anode to emitter); a 1Ω resistor and 0.1 pF capacitor in series are added across the input from tag h on the line output transformer; Tr635 is type TE404 with R632 6.8Ω and R633 470Ω. Note that T in the fuse rating indicates a surge-resistant type. The mains filter capacitors C604 and C605 should be rated at 250V a.c. (grey coding).

Fig. 4: Power supply circuit changes in the remote control Model 6010. In the later Model 6011 R645 is rated at 7W.

The hand-held remote control unit has proved very reliable – except for one instance where a heavy fist had broken off the contact springs on the remote on/off position.

To set up the grey-scale, turn all the c.r.t. first anode potentiometers fully anticlockwise and set the service switch for field collapse. Adjust the Sp control R562 until a faint line of one colour is just visible, then set the two other colours for equal brightness lines with the respective first anode controls. Return the service switch to normal and turn the brightness and contrast controls to give a high brilliance level. Then adjust the c.r.t. cathode drives (R684 and R685 on the c.r.t. base panel) for optimum peak white. Repeat the procedure until the best results are obtained.

Fuses abide in plenty on these chassis. Si604 is the cutout while Si601 is the mains supply fuse. Si641 gives a dead set – no line oscillator start bias and the c.r.t. heater out. Si642 gives the same condition but with the c.r.t. heater alight. Si645 gives no picture – c.r.t. heater not alight. Si627 protects the field output stage and Si521 the e.h.t. tripler.

One further point, for c.r.t. booster fans: for some unknown reason it doesn't seem to work very effectively with 110° tubes.
The design philosophy behind the present development was to produce a remote control channel selector requiring the minimum of connections and modifications to the TV set. With this end in mind it was decided to power the unit from the 33V stabilised line already existing in a varicap tuned receiver. To do this without upsetting the supply to the stabiliser i.c., the current requirement of the unit should be similar to that of the conventional bank of tuning potentiometers which it replaces (approx. 2mA). With only a few milliamps to spare, the choice of suitable station indicator lamps presents something of a problem. Neon indicators are often used in this application, but are out of the question in this case because only 33 volts are available. However, a solution offers itself in the form of an RS Components miniature LED. These devices are extremely efficient, and are found to give a reasonable light output when supplied with only 1mA.

Circuit description

Transistors Tr1 and Tr2 (Fig. 1) form an amplifier for the ultrasonic signal picked up by the transducer X1. The response is tailored by the use of low value coupling capacitors and, combined with the natural selectivity of the crystal transducer, the unit is insensitive to sounds other than those from the transmitter (40kHz).

The output from the amplifier is applied, after detection by D1, D2, to the complementary bistable pair Tr3, Tr4. The result is that the pair are turned on whenever a signal is picked up by X1. They switch off, however, when the signal ceases because insufficient holding current is available due to the high value of R9. Capacitor C6 is normally charged to supply voltage, and supplies enough energy to ensure a rapid turn-on of the pair.

Turning to the rest of the circuit for the moment, it will be seen to be made up of similar stages, but with the difference that sufficient current is available through the common feed resistor R13 to ensure that if a stage is turned on, then it remains on. When the receiver is first switched on, the pair Tr5, Tr6 turn on because forward bias is supplied to Tr6 from R13 and R12. So at this stage the tuning potentiometer VR1 is connected to the 33V stabilised line via Tr6. This pot is therefore effective, and whatever tuning voltage is selected by it is passed on to the tuner via D12.

When a signal is received and Tr3-Tr4 switch rapidly on, capacitor C7 is connected via D3 and Tr4 to the positive supply rail. When this occurs the current through R13 is momentarily diverted through C7 as it quickly charges. Tr5 and Tr6, unable to find sufficient holding current in this brief instant, promptly switch off, and Tr6's collector voltage falls in the process. This fall is transferred to Tr8's base and provides forward bias (pnp transistor) for long enough to ensure that as C7 charges and current is again available via R13, the pair Tr7, Tr8 turn on. This again is a

Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the receiver. The 100kΩ resistor and the push-button switch shown from Tr4 base to chassis may be added if it is wished to provide manual stepping channel selection.
stable state, and this time VR2 is the pot in circuit. The process continues thus along the line each time a signal from the ultrasonic transmitter is received.

It will be helpful at this stage to note that the voltage at the junction RI2, RI3 is held to within 1 volt of the positive supply rail by whichever pair of transistors is conducting. However, when the end of the line is reached and Tr1 - Tr12 turn off, this voltage is allowed to fall (exponentially, as C7 charges). This fall is arrested when 0.6V is developed across R11, causing the pair Tr5, Tr6 to turn on once again. It is easy to see from this that the number of stages (stations) could be increased as desired, although only four were required on the prototype.

As described above, when a transistor pair switches off a negative pulse is produced which forward biases the next stage. It will be realised that, conversely, when a pair turns on a positive pulse occurs which reverse biases the following stage. Under this condition the next stage is off in any case and so this pulse has no effect. However, the pulse amplitude is in the order of 30V, while the base-emitter reverse breakdown voltage of a silicon transistor is only 5 or 6 volts. Diodes D8, D9 and D10 are introduced so as to safely bypass the pulse to the supply line. The npn transistor emitters of the non-conducting pairs are tied to the positive supply rail by the conducting pair, while the bases are connected to the negative line via the pots and the i.e.d. circuits. Under these conditions reverse breakdown of the base-emitter would occur, and this is prevented by the diodes D4-D7. Diodes D12-D15 serve to isolate the potentiometers from each other, while D11 temperature compensates for their inclusion.

When the first prototype was constructed diode D3 was not included, and although the unit functioned well in all respects it did insist on coming on with channel two selected, instead of channel one, when the set was switched.
on. This caused some head-scratching at first; but then the writer did not have the advantage of knowing that a diode at this point would clear things up. Perhaps the more inquiring reader may like to figure out why this should be so.

**Construction and installation**

If the unit is built into a separate case, rather than panel mounted, care must of course be taken to fully insulate it. This is made easier by the fact that no ventilation is required. On the prototype, the body of the case was made from “Daler board” (available from art shops); and a visit to the local C.E.S. branch provided a suitable piece of plastic for the front panel and a washing machine water filter for the transducer grille.

A short length of twin screened wire is used to connect up to the TV set, and it is important that the supply to the unit is taken from directly across the electrolytic capacitor which decouples the stabiliser i.c. (Fig. 7). It is particularly important that the earth connection is not made elsewhere on the chassis. The lead to the unit should be dressed well away from the line timebase. These precautions are necessary to avoid interference from the line timebase being introduced into the unit via the supply leads. The resistor which is usually in circuit between the stabiliser i.c. and the decoupling capacitor (R1, Fig. 7) should be left in circuit, and indeed decoupling is improved if it is increased in value to one or two kΩ.

The gain of the ultrasonic amplifier is set by the value of R3 which can be between 100Ω and 2kΩ. With this resistor at 100Ω the range will be about 60ft, and of course this is far greater than will be required. Even with this sensitivity no trouble should be experienced if the unit is used with a monochrome receiver; but in the case of a colour set radiation from the line timebase may be sufficient to interfere with the unit and keep Tr3, Tr4 held on. A good compromise between gain and immunity from interference should be achieved with R3 at 560Ω, but it may be more convenient to fit a 2.2kΩ miniature preset in its place on the print side of the panel.

**Transmitter**

For simplicity a timer i.c. is used in the transmitter, connected to operate in the astable mode (Fig. 5). The output at pin 3 switches between the supply rails at a rate set by VR1 to 40kHz. In practice VR1 can simply be adjusted to give maximum range, but the peak is quite sharp, and so it is more satisfactory to monitor the ultrasonic receiver when setting up. A PP3 battery is used to power the unit, held in place with foam plastic.
HT Supply Faults

The next most common fault is rather more awkward. It will be seen that the h.t. supply is drawn from a pair of BY127 diodes situated at the lower rear (rather than on the same panel as the fuses and bridge rectifiers). There are two surge resistors below the diodes, R891 and R892. These have a value of 47Ω, are wirewound and in rectangular white housings.

The sequence of events is (I believe) as follows. One wirewound resistor becomes open-circuit as wirewounds are apt to do, and this shuts off the supply to one BY127. The other manfully struggles on, bearing the load until it registers its objection by burning up. This damages the panel which may also ignite to add further heat before the minor blaze goes out of its own accord, leaving a nice old mess to clear up. Now one may think that a small cut away job and the fitting of new diodes and a surge limiter together with the replacement of any other damaged components would be the sum total of the work involved, but this is rarely so.

If the thermal cut out R897 is open, proceed with caution and check for h.t. shorts. Even if none are found, fireworks may still occur as the line timebase warms up after R897 has been resoldered and the set switched on. The fireworks may come from R916. The trouble is that the BA148 previously referred to has been subjected to heat and it doesn’t like it. Since it’s not supplied from the h.t. line the short will not show up unless you check across the diode or from the +20 line.

Burn ups

There are several variations on this theme of burn ups on the lower panel and we once found the beam limiter preset control R1212 burnt out together for some reason with R1209 (we never did find out why but suspect a short between tracks which had burned away thus destroying the evidence). Again we found R916 cooked up due to the BA148 shorting and we had to put this down to local heat. The moral of this is to check the BA148 for shorts whenever there has been excessive heat in the vicinity.

Weak Sync

A common occurrence is gradually weakening sync pulses until a point is reached where the line is pulling one way or the other with no positive hold, the field being lockable but only just. A word of caution here though. If the field sync is solid but the line cannot be locked, try another PFC802. If however the field sync is weak as well as the line it saves an awful lot of trouble if a couple of resistors are checked before chasing the sync pulses back along the line.

The suspect resistors are R1145 and R1147. These are situated on the upper left side and are connected from the +3 (250V) line to the collector of TS451. Their values are 47kΩ and 39kΩ respectively but they tend to change value (going high), giving wrong voltage readings all around the area of the sync transistors. When these resistors have been replaced one voltage may be found at variance with the service information. This is the collector voltage of TS453. It’s given as 13V on the circuit but we haven’t been able to record this figure and about half is more likely to be found.

Dark Picture

A dark picture is normally due to a low-emission PL802 luminance output valve. In the unlikely event of a new valve not curing the condition, check the tube base voltages to ensure that the cathodes, grids and first anodes are about right, then follow the trail provided by these readings. Give or take a few volts, the cathodes should be at about 200V, the grids at about 88V and the first anodes at about 350V depending upon the settings of the background controls.

Luminance Output Stage

If the cathode voltages are high, the PL802 is probably not passing normal current and if the valve is not at fault its cathode and grid components should be checked, including the black-level clamp transistor TS429. This transistor is normally cut off, being turned on by the line frequency clamp pulses. Note that there is an error on the official circuit — where the slider of the brightness control is shown connected to chassis — and also on the printed board layout where GR473 is identified as GR493... Lack of brightness could be centred around TS429 and the components in the PL802’s cathode and grid circuits — say due to TS429 being leaky or short-circuit, thus increasing the valve’s cathode voltage. We say could because so far as we are concerned this part of the circuit has behaved itself.

Panel Decomposition

What hasn’t behaved itself is the panel around the base of the PL802. This decomposes, with resulting shorts
between tracks causing various conditions including a burn out of the heater track so that the initial symptom is no heaters glowing. Once again a judicious cutting away job with little bridges to complete the circuits is called for.

**Colour Problems**

Fortunately the decoder is pretty well trouble free so that the majority of colour problems are not serious and are
centred around either the colour-difference amplifiers or the c.r.t. first anode voltages. There are three colour-difference PCF200 valves, and the slow ascendancy of one primary colour over the other two is normally due to that particular valve losing emission. Quite often however the tube grids are all even at 80-90V and in this event attention should be directed to the first anodes – c.r.t. pins 4, 5 and 13. The line flyback pulse coupling capacitor C866 has been found responsible for low pin 13 (blue gun) voltage when the complaint is that the picture is “yellow”. Checking back to the preset R1307 it may be found that the voltage at the slider is quite high, thus directing suspicion to the 1MΩ resistors R1310 and R1311 which in fact are rarely at fault. Don’t forget though that on the lower left side there’s a switch (SK11, blue button) which is accessible to the user and that this removes the boost feed to the blue preset controls (for red-green convergence), leaving only some 250V available from the +3 h.t. line. Guess whose face was red on one occasion … and on another when someone had pushed in the top colour killer switch (SK3, black button). All in all however incorrect first anode voltages should not cause a lot of

Fig. 5: The luminance channel.

Fig. 6: The line and field sync pulse separator circuitry.
Fig. 7: The colour-difference amplifier and c.r.t. circuitry.

Fig. 8: The audio channel.
heartache if a logical approach is adopted, working from the tube base back.

There are rare occasions when the first anodes are o.k. but the grid voltage(s) stay stubbornly wrong even when a new PCF200 has been fitted in the relevant stage. Here one must appreciate that the grids are clamped to the triode anodes, and that the 10MΩ resistors can go high or the coupling capacitors can leak. If necessary check the value of R1120 which should be 100kΩ – this affects all three clamps when it changes value.

No Picture

In cases of no raster, switch on and wait for the line timebase to warm up, carefully listening for the "rustle" as the e.h.t. charges the tube envelope. If this rustle is heard there is most certainly e.h.t. present and the cause of no screen illumination should be looked for elsewhere (check the tube base pins as previously described).

If there is no audible sign of an e.h.t. build up, bring your trusty neon near the PL509 etc. If it lights up, the line output stage is functioning and an e.h.t. probe should be applied under the tube cap to see how near to 25kV the voltage is.

If there is little or no e.h.t., remove the screening around the right side compartment and accept the fact that removal of the cover allows the top right switch to spring out switching off the line output stage (cuts off the screen grid supplies).

If there is no e.h.t., the switch can be operated by hand without risk of X-ray radiation. Either the GY501 e.h.t. rectifier or the PD500 stabiliser triode is likely to be faulty. The GY501 can sometimes die without fuss so that a replacement is all that is required. But it is often the case that this and the PD500 die anything but quietly and leave little doubt as to where the trouble lies, often with the demise of the beam limiter control R1212 (previously mentioned) as well.

The PD500 is held by a frame secured by three screws at the top (slacken and lift, first removing the two screws securing the little coil can above which prevents complete lifting of the PD500 assembly). With the PD500 out, there are two screws holding down the GY501 holder. Check the sockets and clips for corrosion.

We haven't found a defective line output transformer yet (having said that we'll probably have a run of them) but this is only our own experience – that most of the line output stage troubles concern the PY500, PL509 and PL504 (or a second PL509, whichever version is met) valves. These cause the no e.h.t. condition, lack of width, poor focus and dreadful convergence (remember, no magnets for static convergence).

We have also not yet had a burn up in the focus network, but no doubt this pleasure is to come when the BY176 focus rectifier and/or its 50pF reservoir capacitor decide to short. The spark gap ("at" on the circuit) may save the resistor and control etc. but this is in doubt. Deterioration of the series 3.3MΩ or shunt 30MΩ resistors will cause variation of focus, but so far they have been remarkably good.

Fault Summary

Sound troubles have been confined to defective PCL86 audio output valves. No tuner troubles to date, but one must expect at least to have to replace an r.f. amplifier transistor sooner or later if the picture becomes grainy with "difficult" colour.

The AC128/01 voltage regulators (TS421 and TS458) have behaved themselves but it is as well to study the lines controlled by them so as to anticipate the effect of a failure since the +25 line is the main transistor supply source.

The signal sections and the decoder have not presented us with any problems, though at one time we primed ourselves to meet such situations by studying the circuitry and dreaming up all sorts of permutations of "if this" and "if that" only to find such fault symptoms on other sets but not on this one.

Faults will be encountered time and time again on these models, but will almost always be in the power supply lines and the valved circuits.

We haven't said much about the field timebase. Such problems as we have met have concerned the PL508 or the PCF80, also the polystyrene capacitor C836 which can collapse the field or cause rolling depending upon whether it shorts out or just sits there doing nothing. At the top centre, it's the only silver one around.

Front Controls

Trouble may also be experienced with the front controls. These have a plug of carbon inserted in the centre rotor to wipe the carbon track. If turned too violently (it wasn't me mum) the plug may part company with the rotor and the control is then ineffective. The control panel is secured by two screws and doesn't present much of a problem if the right replacements are to hand.

Modifications

An 8.2kΩ resistor (R1312) has been added between pin 2 of the c.r.t. and the V1 end of R1215, modifying the blue/green adjustment.

R1209 in the e.h.t. circuit was changed to a safety resistor (part number 4822 111) to give improved protection against c.r.t. flashover.

R906 in the l.t. stabiliser circuit was changed to 680Ω to give improved stabilisation.

The following modifications were introduced to decrease brightness fluctuations due to mains voltage variations. The earthy end of the brightness control is taken via R1108 to the junction of R1110/R1109 (see Fig. 4), these resistors having been added. R1110 is taken to the −21 supply. R909 in the −21 supply changed to 330Ω. In the top end of the brightness control network R971 was changed to 470kΩ and taken to the 250V h.t. rail (+3) instead of the 160V h.t. rail (+7). GR473 was changed to type AA217.

To reduce the dissipation in the PL509 line output valve (B410) the other pentode in the stage (B411) was changed from a PL504 to a PL509 (see Fig. 4). The positions of the B410 and B411 heaters in the heater chain were transposed and R893 (47Ω) was removed. BY127 diodes were added as shown between the control grids and cathodes of the two valves. R1199 was changed to 0–51Ω. In the line oscillator circuit R1181 was increased to 47kΩ and a 220kΩ resistor (R1180) was added between pins 3 and 8 of the PCF802.

R899 in the +7 (160V) supply was changed from 18kΩ to 1.8kΩ.

A. Denham comments on the K70: The main bugbear has always been the power supply, and the chassis is noted for destroying the BY127s and their surge limiters, along with lots of spidery print and circuit board – and a few capacitors just for luck! All these bits are on the vertical power supply board, above the smoothing cans. These latter have a nasty habit of leaking white goo all over the best
carpet incidentally.

The service manual is a must when tackling the chassis, and for normal valve life in the line output stage I strongly advise that the boost voltage setting (R1207, adjust for 550V between pin 10 of the line output transformer — test point M10 — and the junction S590/C860), the output valve balance setting (R1203, see previously) and the beam limiter setting (R1212, remove the jumper lead across R1213 then with a plain white raster — brightness and contrast controls at maximum — adjust for 0.1V across R1213: the reading with the brightness and contrast controls turned to minimum should be 1.3V ±0.1V) should all be strictly followed.

To all prospective c.r.t. changers who have been struggling for two or three hours to remove said object through the rear — forget it, the c.r.t. comes out through the front. I once surprised someone where I worked by replacing a c.r.t. in under twenty minutes (it takes about two hours the other way). The c.r.t. heater is fed from a winding on the line output transformer; on one occasion the symptoms of a very sick tube turned out to be due to a small capacitor in the PD500 e.h.t. stabiliser circuit — so tread warily!

When these sets were first introduced we had several cases of the 30MΩ resistor in the focus circuit giving up, causing poor focus.

One other trouble we have had is several cases of the line shift potentiometer going open-circuit.
SOUND reproduction from a television set is generally rather poor considering the high quality of the signal itself. The space in a TV set is limited, and the loudspeaker is one of the first things to suffer from this restriction. It can be frustrating to have an excellent picture but only mediocre sound.

What can be done about this? It’s possible to delve into a television set and obtain an audio output to feed into a hi-fi system. The problem of the set’s live chassis arises however, while the technique cannot be used where the set is rented. An extra tuner and i.f. strip can be used to obtain an audio output. This involves splitting the aerial signal however and an extra button to push on changing channel.

**Intercarrier radiation**

Another alternative is to pick up the stray intercarrier signal which all sets radiate and to amplify and demodulate this to provide a signal suitable for feeding into a good quality amplifier. This approach has the advantage of no direct connection to the TV set and no aerial signal splitting. Until recently however building a 6MHz pick-up unit from scratch was a tricky business if alignment equipment was not available since one unknown optimum position had first to be found for the external pick-up wire. The unit then had to be lined up to 6MHz. A difficult procedure to say the least!

**Prealigned unit**

Fortunately help is at hand in the form of a ready aligned 6MHz unit now available from Manor Supplies. This consists of a U500 sound selectivity module as used in the Philips G8 chassis followed by a TAA570 intercarrier sound i.c. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.

Testing the unit is relatively easy. Attach a length of

---

Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the Manor Supplies intercarrier sound pick-up unit.
single wire to the input (pin 4) of the module and place it as close as possible on the back of the set to the i.f. strip. If a long run is necessary between the television set and the pick-up unit however the pick-up wire should consist of a foot of single-stranded wire connected to the inner conductor of a length of coaxial lead, with the braiding earthed at one end to prevent pick up of h.f. signals (heard as a background murmur, due to the f.m. limiting).

The a.f. output can be fed to the “auxiliary input” socket of a hi-fi amplifier, and on applying power (12V) some sound should be heard immediately. Move the pick-up wire around to obtain maximum intercarrier signal pick up and tape it to the position thus found on the back of the set.

**Trimming**

Once the strongest signal has been obtained, the 6MHz quadrature coil next to the TAA570 on the board can be trimmed slightly for minimum buzz and maximum sound, and the three coils in the U500 module can be peaked for the strongest audio output.

If the audio output is still insufficient the bare end of the piece of pick-up wire can be attached to the braiding of the coaxial aerial feeder going to the set. This should increase the signal. It should be stressed however that if this is done you should ensure that the aerial isolating capacitors are not leaky.

The aerial input to the set should be as strong as possible since the unit does not work well with weak signals. Weak in this context means below entertainment value however, so no problems should be experienced.

After testing, the unit can be fitted inside the amplifier’s case if there is sufficient room. The 12V supply can be obtained from the amplifier, or any alternative arrangement that suits particular requirements can be adopted.

**Other standards**

The unit should also be of use to DX enthusiasts wishing to receive European 5.5MHz or 6.5MHz intercarrier signals using a 6MHz UK TV set.

Used for this purpose it is necessary to obtain a strong intercarrier signal from inside the set. The easiest way of doing this is to connect a small-value capacitor to the last 6MHz sound i.f. stage anode or collector, with the capacitor connected to a length of coaxial cable whose braiding is connected to chassis via a similar capacitor. This may cause problems for normal use however due to the capacitive loading of the take-off feed. The solution to this would be to build an extra 6MHz stage in the set. Alignment is straightforward. Tune in a strong Sporadic E signal (check that the signal contains both vision and sound information – some don’t!). Then readjust the quadrature coil and the U500 module to either 5.5MHz or 6.5MHz as appropriate. If you wish to be able to receive both these European intercarrier sound standards two units will of course be required.

**Price**

The cost of the unit assembled and tested is £5.60 plus VAT at 12½% and 60p post and packing. Alternatively the basic parts untested can be supplied at £3.80 plus VAT etc., but Manor Supplies tell us that if testing and other attention is subsequently required the balance must be paid.
Servicing the INDESIT T12LGB

John Law

The Indesit Model T12LGB is a 12in. solid-state mains/battery monochrome portable receiver which was imported in appreciable numbers over a period of several years. It's housed in a moulded plastic case with carrying handle and weighs around 14lb. Of Italian manufacture, the set features a couple of i.c.s in the sound channel in addition to the transistors and diodes. A two-pin plug-in aerial is supplied. The 300Ω aerial input socket is fitted with an external plug-in adaptor to enable the standard 75Ω coaxial feeder to be connected.

Access

The outer case splits into two equal halves. To obtain access, remove two Phillips screws from the bottom, ease the back half away from the panel and lift it out and up over the plastic clips which secure it at the top. This exposes the printed panel, which contains the tuner and most of the components. To remove the panel, remove two further screws from the bottom and two from the top, pull off the tuner knob and withdraw the panel gently to the extent of the scan, speaker and e.h.t. leads. The field scan coils are plugged on to two pins numbered 51 and 52: the line scan coil connection pins are numbered 41 and 42. The tuner unit is screwed to the bottom of the panel, the knob protruding through the side of the case. To remove the panel completely, pull off the scan, speaker and e.h.t. leads and ease the panel over the c.r.t. base.

The neck of the c.r.t. is under an inch in diameter: it looks and is vulnerable. Handle it with great care when removing the plug-on base. With the exception of the c.r.t. and its base panel, all the components are mounted on the front of the panel.

Looking at the back, the arrangement is roughly sound, video and i.f. components above left, with the field timebase below, while the right-hand side of the panel contains the fuses, line output and chopper transistors and associated components. The tuner is bolted to the bottom left-hand side. The audio i.c. is above the c.r.t. aperture, slightly to the left.

Different Versions

There are different versions of the set, but the changes are only minor. The main one is that earlier sets are fitted with a pnp line output transistor (AU110) while later models use an npn line output transistor (BU311 or BU109A). The field output transistors were also changed, see later.

Signal Stages

The two-transistor tuner unit has a single-transistor i.f. preamplifier panel bolted to its side. The signals from this pass via a coaxial lead to the main panel. There is a 12V supply to the tuner via a white non-reversible plug nearby. This area of the panel contains the i.f. cans, bandpass shaping circuits, etc.

The main circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The signals from the detector diode D1201 are fed via C302 to the TBA120A intercarrier sound i.c. and to the video driver stage TR201. The latter feeds the sync and a.g.c. circuits and, via the contrast control, the video output transistor (TR205).

The audio channel consists of the TAA611B i.c. IC301.

AGC System

There are three transistors in the a.g.c. circuit. The first, TR202, acts as a grounded-base stage with the input to its emitter. The second stage TR203 is gated at its base by line frequency pulses fed via C209. This stage provides the a.g.c. for the first i.f. amplifier transistor TR1201. The final a.g.c. transistor TR204 provides a delayed a.g.c. feed for the tuner unit.

Sync Circuitry

The sync separator transistor is TR402. TR401 in its base circuit provides noise limiting by removing interference pulses which exceed the amplitude of the sync pulses. The following pulse amplifier stage TR403 drives the field integrating network R501/C501 and the ringing/phasing circuit L401/C407. A secondary winding on the coil feeds the centre connection of the flywheel sync discriminator diodes D403/D404. Antiphase reference signals are applied to the diodes via C410 and C411 respectively. The emitter-follower TR404 matches the high-impedance discriminator output to the low-impedance input of the reactance transistor TR405 which in turn controls the sinewave line oscillator TR406.

Line Output Stage

A conventional driver transistor TR407 is transformer-coupled (T401) to the line output transistor TR408. The latter drives the scan coils via the scan-correction capacitor C422. C421 is the flyback tuning capacitor and the D405 the efficiency diode. The supply to the line output transformer T402 on mains operation is via the chopper transistor TR902 about which more shortly.

Field Timebase

TR501 and TR502 in an astable multivibrator circuit form the field oscillator. When TR502 conducts, D502 switches on and the charging circuit capacitors C504/C505 are discharged, giving the flyback. TR503 is there primarily to provide linearity correction: R513 in its emitter circuit is
the in scan coil earth return path and the signal developed across this resistor is fed back via R512 (the linearity control) and R510 to the junction of the charging resistors. TR503's collector is d.c. coupled to the driver transistor TR504 which in turn drives the d.c. coupled complementary-symmetry output transistors TR505/TR506.

C509 couples the output to the coils. D.C. feedback via R519 to the emitter of TR503 stabilises the circuit against changes due to temperature.

The output is also fed to the emitter of the common-base transistor TR409 which is driven into saturation during the flyback to provide a negative-going field flyback blanking pulse for the grid of the c.r.t.

Chopper Supply

On mains operation the a.c. supply is rectified by D902, smoothed by C902/C903/R908/C904, dropped to 220V by R909 and fed to the collector of the regulator chopper transistor TR902. This transistor is driven by winding 2-3 on the line output transformer. During the forward scan it's held cut off, but the positive-going flyback pulse via D904 and C916 switches it on during the line flyback. The charge developed across C916 during this period leaks away via R911 (coded R927 in early versions) and R926 which acts as the width control. The discharge time sets the conduction period of TR902, and as these are dependent on the flyback pulse amplitude, and thus the line output stage consumption, regulation is achieved. This enables a stabilised 17V rail to be obtained from tag 7 of the line output transformer, the supply being topped up by TR902 during the line flyback periods to overcome the losses in the circuit.

Scan-derived Supplies

The 17V rail is dropped to 15.5V via R903 to feed the field timebase circuit, and to 12V via R904 to feed most of the other circuitry, with regulation by the shunt stabiliser transistor TR901. 120V for the video output transistor and brightness control circuit is provided by D907/C908, 240V for the c.r.t. first anode and 360V for its focus electrode are provided by D908/C911, while D909/C910 provide a negative i.l.r. rail which is used in the a.g.c. and i.f. circuits. 12kV e.h.t. is supplied by D406, a stick rectifier mounted on the line output transformer.

Start-up System

Since the line oscillator is powered from a supply obtained from the line output transformer it may be wondered how the set starts up on mains operation. On first switching on however a voltage builds up across the potential divider R906/R907, C902/C903. D903 switches on and a starting voltage is then present via the 17V line enabling the line oscillator to come into operation. Until this happens there are no flyback pulses to activate the chopper transistor TR902. Once the 17V supply is established D903 cuts off.

Battery Operation

The chopper is not in circuit on battery operation, when 12V is supplied direct to the junction R921/R920/C906/C905. For battery operation remove the mains socket and lead and fit the battery socket and lead. The set consumes around 2A so a car type battery is required. Ensure that the leads and contacts are clean and secure in order to avoid low output voltage and low or no results from the receiver. On battery operation the 17V line is obtained through the action of D906 which then acts as a boost diode, charging C905/C906 to establish the same conditions as on mains operation.

Fault Finding

There are two fuses, a 2.5A one in the chassis side of the mains and battery input and a 250mA fuse in the feed to the chopper transistor. R903, R905 and R909 may be thermal fuse resistors which can be resoldered after the fault that caused them to open has been cleared. In earlier versions they are ordinary resistors however. Where R903 has been an ordinary 4W resistor we have found it reduced to a charred relic in the event of field collapse due to emitter-collector shorts in the AC141K/AC142K field output transistors. To improve the reliability of this circuit heavier output transistors — types BC286 and BC287 — were used in later sets. When replacing the original germanium transistors with these the link HD between the two base connections should be replaced with a 68Ω 4W resistor. Note that open thermal resistors indicate only the area of the fault, springing open because of an excessive current flow through them.

Diode Troubles

Miniature diodes can develop open- or short-circuit defects. Since there are 21 diodes scattered throughout this circuit there is scope for quite a variety of symptoms. When D903 goes open-circuit for example the 17V line will not be developed on mains operation, while D906 will have the same effect on battery operation. Mismatch between the flywheel sync discriminator diodes D403/D404 may give poor or no line hold. To check the diodes use an Avo Model 8 (20kΩ/V) switched to the ohms range. Connect the meter's negative lead (red on resistance ranges) to the diode's cathode and the positive lead (black) to its anode. A reading of under 1kΩ should be obtained. On reversing the leads a much
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The diagram in the image is Fig. 1: Aerial and tuner connections, and the circuit of the i.f. preamplifier.
Fig. 2: Circuit diagram, Indesit Model T12LGB monochrome portable. Earlier versions used a pnp line output transistor, type AU1 BC286 (TR505) and BC287 (TR506) field output transistors. TR205's voltages vary with the setting of the contrast control; some
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10, with its collector connected to chassis and its emitter to the junction of T401 (tag 6)/T402/C422/D405/C421. Later sets use voltages vary with signal. When present, the tone control switch introduces C312 (0.047μF) from TP8 to chassis.
higher reading should be present. In case of doubt check with the circuit to see whether there is a low-value resistor across the diode. It may be necessary to unsolder one end of the diode in order to isolate it. Diodes are cheap items: when in doubt, replace them. The e.h.t. stick diode cannot be tested in this manner – a BY176 or BY182 is a substitute in an emergency.

**Capacitors**

Electrolytic capacitors in general and miniature ones in particular are suspect. These can usually be checked only by replacement – apart from a complete short-circuit which will show up on the meter.

Tantalum bead capacitors are intolerant of overloads. C505 in the field charging circuit sometimes fails. Access to the component in this part of the set can be improved by removing two Phillips screws from the bottom of the black plastic frame to which the printed panel is secured. The panel and frame can then be separated gently, allowing work to be carried out behind the tuner, aerial and power sockets.

**Transistor Checks**

The line output transistor TR408, efficiency diode D405 and chopper transistor TR902 are clamped to a common and substantial heatsink on the printed panel beside the line output transformer. All three are relatively heavy duty items. They can nevertheless short and can damage the transformer.

Transistors can be checked using the Avo 8 on its maximum range. To check the chopper transistor for example it is necessary to isolate the emitter, base and collector from each other – the base and emitter are linked together via the 100Ω resistor R910 which would give a permanently low-resistance reading. A clean cut across the tracks leading to the base and emitter will provide the necessary isolation. Connect the black meter lead to the base: touching the emitter and collector with the red lead in turn should give readings of around 500Ω. A much higher or lower reading suggests that the transistor is faulty. Connecting the leads the other way round should result in readings of more than 100kΩ if the transistor is o.k. This test can be used on any transistor provided the pins are isolated.

Efficiency diode D405 can be similarly checked for forward and reverse resistance. The forward resistance should be around 2000Ω and the reverse resistance 100kΩ. Cut the cathode track in order to isolate the diode.

*The "Easybuild" VIDEO-WRITER*

Are you following the Video-Writer series in *Practical Wireless* (started in the August issue)?

The Video-Writer resembles a typewriter but displays the text directly on the screen of a domestic TV set or a video monitor. Each page of text on the screen comprises 16 32-character lines. A page can be held in the memory whilst a second is being written in. Uses include information display, advertising, displaying scores, silent paging, etc.

Generally speaking, accurate voltage measurements will reveal the cause of faults: the set is well provided with test points. It's worth pointing out however that the set is rather more complex than many popular mains/battery portables.

**Line Sync Circuit**

One area where difficult faults can occur is in the line sync circuit. We've already mentioned the flywheel sync diodes. Another cause of weak line hold, with the picture floating sideways on channel change, is when the tuning capacitor C407 in the ringing/phasing circuit goes short-circuit. A puzzling fault with its cause in the flywheel sync circuit is moderate cramping at the right-hand side of the screen. This occurs when the high-value resistors (2.2MΩ) increase substantially in value. R413 for example has been found to have risen to over 15MΩ, with incorrect buffer stage (TR404) emitter voltage as a clue. Another clue is that adjustment of the width and linearity controls affects the sync. This fault seems to be an occasional feature of this type of flywheel sync circuit – see Test Case 154 last year where the set was a Grundig Model R500E/GB.

**Line Timebase Setting up Procedure**

With the number of controls in the line timebase the correct setting up procedure is worth noting. First short-circuit C414 (TP17 5/6) and adjust the line oscillator coil L402 for best sync, using a non-metallic screwdriver. Remove the short-circuit from TP17 and then short-circuit C407 (TP16 2/3). Adjust the line sync balance control R414 for best sync, then remove the short-circuit. Adjust the line linearity coil L403 for minimum width, then adjust the phasing coil L401 to centre the picture. Readjust L403 for optimum linearity. The width control R926 should be set for best formation of the test card centre circle. Ensure that there is not excessive scan.

**The CRT**

The c.r.t.'s protective screen curves out beyond the line of the cabinet, making it vulnerable to scratches – a hazard with portables. A loose slip-over cloth cover – like a tea cosy – will give some protection while the set is being transported, but to maintain adequate ventilation must be removed when the set is on.

**Modifications**

The different line and field output transistors used in different versions have already been mentioned. With the earlier (AU110) line output transistor the driver (TR407) is type BC302 and C420 is 0.1µF. Tag 4 of T401 goes to the base of the AU110 and tag 6 to its emitter. The following variations may be found in the chopper circuit: R911 220Ω and coded R927; R926 250Ω; R910 15Ω and coded R925. Some sets are fitted with an A31-410W c.r.t. R904 is then a 502 n.t.c. thermistor and R904 is 7-5Ω. Alternative equivalent diodes may be found and some electrolytic capacitor values vary slightly.

**Sensitivity**

The receiver is sensitive, but there are situations where reception is weak. Give the set a chance by employing the best possible aerial.
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DURING August-November 1975 we published a series of four articles on videotape recording, particular attention being paid to the Philips VCR. Following a number of requests we are now going to examine closely the Sony VO1810 videocassette recorder which was designed for the industrial and educational television markets. Readers unfamiliar with videotape recording techniques will find the basic principles described in the series of articles published last year.

The +in. U standard tape format used in the Sony VO1810 is compatible with the JVC Nivico CR6000E tape recorder – these are the only videocassette recorders on the market at the time of writing whose tapes can be interchanged. Both the Sony and JVC recorders offer similar video and audio facilities, the main difference between the two being in their size and operational modes. The JVC CR6000E recorder is rather smaller and lighter than the Sony machine and includes feather-touch electrical switching for the record, playback and wind modes, video and audio editing facilities, remote control and separate audio record controls in the two audio channels.

The cassette tape used by both these machines is +in. wide and is housed in a reel-to-reel cassette that is similar in design to the type widely used in audio cassette recorders. A photograph of the cassette is shown with the lid removed. Because the Sony machine is specifically designed for use in educational and closed circuit installations, the technical specification is considerably fuller and to a higher standard than the domestic Philips VCR. A closer look at the specification will give the reader an idea of the technical standard and the complexity of the electronics involved.

**VCR Specification**

The machine is designed to work with 625-line PAL signals in the record and playback modes, or 525-line (modified) NTSC signals for playback only. Video resolution is 300 lines on monochrome and 240 lines on colour, with a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 40dB. Colour or monochrome operation is self sensing but mechanical switching is used between the PAL and NTSC standards. The machine operates with a video input signal of 1V peak-to-peak into 75Ω unbalanced. Should off-air recordings be required a separate off-air receiver must be used to provide the necessary audio and video signals. Two outputs are provided, one a direct video output (standard level) and the second a u.h.f. output which can be adjusted to lie anywhere between channels 50 to 54.

Two audio inputs can be used, one from a microphone at $-72$ to $-30$dB into $600\Omega$ unbalanced, or a line input at $-22$ to $+10$dB unbalanced into $100k\Omega$. There are two audio channels on the tape, giving the user the option of stereo sound with a colour programme or mono sound with the second sound track containing instructions for possible editing procedures or a second language. Audio outputs are 0dB into 10kΩ unbalanced with the added facility of a headphone output designed to work into 8Ω. The audio frequency response is between 50Hz and 12kHz with a signal-to-noise ratio of 42dB, using a tape speed of $3\frac{3}{4}$ i.p.s. and with wow and flutter better than 0.25%.

Apart from the much improved specification compared with the domestic Philips N1500 VCR there are also additional operating features worthy of mention. Programmes can be continuously repeated, i.e. the operator can play back the same cassette over and over again without having to operate the machine manually. This is of particular use where the machine is being used to provide visual displays at exhibitions and conventions. Mode switching between record, playback and wind is selected by key controls which utilise a combination of mechanical and electrical switching. Much of the electronics involved with the switching is relatively complex: with a little more ingenuity on the part of Sony's designers I am sure that a completely electronic switching system could have been devised at very little extra cost.

Whilst in a critical mood I feel I must comment on the technical description and block diagrams supplied in the workshop manual. During the course of research into the electronics of this VCR I found a total of 12 errors in either the block diagram or the circuit description. The technical description was much too brief and lacked the detail that
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The videocassette, shown with the lid removed.
one would expect for a machine of this complexity. Circuit diagrams, voltages, waveforms and printed circuit layouts are excellently presented however. It is a pity that the overall standard of the service manual was lowered by mistakes in the descriptive text. Having had this little grouse, let’s settle down to the task in hand and examine the techniques employed in this VCR.

**Block Diagram**

The block diagram shown in Fig. 1 includes all the record/playback electronics together with the servo and audio sections of the machine. Tape servo and control circuits will be described in a following issue. To start with we will deal with the audio and video signal paths.

Modular construction is used for the major sections, and in this respect Sony should be given a very big pat on the back for using plugs and sockets on the boards rather than the directly soldered interconnections one is used to finding in their domestic TV and audio equipment. Having pulled one of these machines apart – a photograph has been included to show how accessible most of the machine is – I must say that all the circuitry was easy to reach and in many respects is a joy to work with.

Returning to the block diagram, boards G1 and G2 contain the video record electronics, and boards HL and Ep house the audio record circuits. The video playback circuits are split between the B1 board r.f. section and the A1 board. The demodulator and dropout compensator circuits are mounted on a separate module (K1), and the audio playback circuits are on board C1.

**Video Recording**

The video input to the machine is via either a u.h.f. connector (Line Input) or an 8-pin socket designed to be connected to a Sony off-air receiver/monitor. Either of these two inputs is switched via S201 to the input pins of board G1 where it is split into four separate video feeds. These will be described in the order that they appear to the video input signal.

The first is to transistor Q11 which is an emitter-follower providing isolation between the input sockets and the following chrominance filter. Chrominance information is removed by this filter and the remaining luminance signal is coupled to the electronic switch Q13 and Q14. A second signal to this switch is taken directly from the video input, and will therefore contain any chrominance information present. Colour sensing circuits on the G2 board make the electronic switch select either the filtered monochrome signal or the full bandwidth colour signal depending on the presence of burst on the sync pulse back porch. The selected output from the electronic switch is then fed to a video a.g.c. circuit. A third feed from the video input drives a sync separator which provides delayed line pulses for the video a.g.c. circuit, field pulses which are used to lock the head drum servo in the record mode and to provide a control track record signal, and finally a third feed which is used as a burst gating signal for the colour sensor on the G2 board. The final video input path on the G1 board is simply linked through to the colour sensor without passing through any electronic processes.

Before considering the major processing operations carried out on the G2 board we'll look briefly at the video a.g.c. circuit which is used to control the amplitude of the signal applied to the f.m. modulator. It's basically a gated a.g.c. system but contains some rather novel ideas which in practice work extremely well.

The circuit, shown in Fig. 2, consists of an a.g.c. level control stage (Q7), a video amplifier (Q8 and Q9), and a voltage doubler (D2 and D3). The selected video output from the switch previously described is coupled via C15 and R28 to the drain of f.e.t. Q7 which forms part of a potential divider between the incoming video feed and chassis. This potential divider is formed by the drain/source resistance of the f.e.t., R26 (set a.g.c. level) and R25. The load presented to the video input signal between the drain of the f.e.t. and chassis can be adjusted either by altering the value of R26 or by altering the drain/source resistance of the f.e.t. This drain/source resistance is controlled by
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*Interior view of the machine.*

*Interior view with all the main panels removed.*
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Some of the abbreviations used in the block diagram above may not be too clear to those not familiar with VCRs. The following list may help: CTL control head, amplifier etc.; PG pulse generator; MMV monostable multivibrator; DOC dropout compensation; Y-PB luminance playback; C-PB chrominance playback; E-E mode, record monitoring path.

The operations carried out by the various boards are as follows:

**G1 board:** Video input, a.g.c. and sync circuit which provides a burst gating pulse for the G2 board and a reference pulse for dropout compensation; Y-PB luminance playback; C-PB chrominance playback; E-E mode, record monitoring path.

**G2 board:** Provides r.f. signals for the video recording heads and E-E outputs.

**B1 board (r.f. section):** Initial playback circuits, providing
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**Fig. 1: Block diagram of the Sony**
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applying a positive d.c. voltage to the gate. If the gate voltage becomes more positive, the drain/source resistance will decrease. In consequence there will be a lower resistance between the incoming video signal and chassis, thus attenuating the signal. If the gate voltage decreases, the drain/source resistance will increase providing a higher resistance to the video signal resulting in less attenuation.

The gain-controlled video signal from the f.e.t. is fed via C18 to the base of the common-emitter amplifier Q8 which in turn feeds Q9. Heavy negative feedback is applied from the collector of Q9 via R34 and C19 to the emitter of Q8 to maintain the wide bandwidth of the signal. The output from the collector of Q9 is fed to the output of the G1 board and also to the input of the a.g.c. detector.

Q10 acts as a common-emitter amplifier for the input signal at its base, the emitter being tuned at subcarrier frequency by C23 and L2. This tuned circuit applies current negative feedback to the transistor at subcarrier frequency, thus attenuating the burst on the sync pulse back porch and the picture chrominance content of the input signal. The positive-going video at the base of this transistor appears inverted at its collector, i.e. positive sync pulses and negative video.

A second signal is applied to the emitter of Q10. This consists of a fixed-amplitude negative pulse which is timed to appear on the back porch. Q10 acts as a grounded-base amplifier to the pulse which therefore appears in the same polarity at the collector of the transistor, i.e. negative going. Hence the waveform at the collector of Q10 will consist of a video signal with positive syncs and negative video, added to which will be a negative pulse on the line sync pulse back porch. The fixed amplitude of this pulse is so set that it is always more negative than the maximum peak white content of the video signal.

These combined signals are coupled via C24 to the voltage-doubler circuit D2, D3, C25. The resulting d.c. voltage supplied by C25 will be equal to twice the peak amplitude of the video input to the voltage-doubler circuit. As the most negative input is the fixed-amplitude added pulse, and the most positive input is the sync pulse amplitude, the resulting d.c. voltage is proportional to the amplitude of the incoming sync pulses. Picture content variations will not affect the a.g.c. voltage thus developed since they will always be lower in amplitude than the inserted negative pulse. Hence the circuit is immune to picture variations and is sensitive only to amplitude changes. The a.g.c. voltage is coupled via R42 to the gate of the gain-controlling f.e.t. Q7.

From this point onwards the techniques employed in the record mode follow standard videotape recording technology and do not therefore require a detailed circuit description. The gain-controlled video signal from board G1 is fed to a two-stage amplifier (Q1 and Q2) on board G2. Q2's output is coupled to a low-pass filter which removes the higher video frequencies that lie outside the passband of the VCR. If these frequencies were not removed they would produce moiré patterning when the video signal was frequency modulated.

Now that the video signal has been band limited it is fed to Q3, an emitter-follower incorporating a gain control in its base circuit to enable the deviation of the f.m. modulator to be set. Q3's output is clamped using simple sync tip restoration. This allows the sync tip d.c. voltage to be preset, thus setting the carrier frequency of the f.m. modulator. From here the video signal is pre-emphasised and amplified by Q5 and Q6 before being peak white limited by D2 to prevent over-modulation of the f.m. carrier. The dark clip facility provided by D3 prevents the f.m. modulator being deviated below its carrier frequency by any negative information that could lie below the sync tips.

The modulator driver Q7 is an emitter-follower which provides a low-impedance output to the f.m. modulator Q8 and Q9. The modulator consists of the usual astable multivibrator, with the modulating video signal applied to the bases of the two transistors. By varying the base voltage of the transistors a change in the d.c. bias is caused, altering the frequency of the output squarewave.

The frequency-modulated signal from Q8/Q9 is fed to an amplitude limiter which clips the bottom and top of the f.m. signal, thus producing a waveform free from amplitude variations. At this point there are two possible signal paths, one which goes directly to switch Q31/Q32, and the other which is applied to the input of a high-pass filter. Here the lower-frequency components of the f.m. signal are removed, making room for the 685kHz frequency transposed chrominance signal to be added. The high-pass filter output is fed to the second input of the electronic switch Q31/Q32. This switch is controlled by the same buss bars that are used in module G1, hence the high-pass filter output is selected for colour operation and the direct limiter output for monochrome.

Once the output signal has been selected it is split into two feeds and coupled to the two record current amplifiers which drive their respective video heads.

**Colour Signal Processing**

Because the video bandwidth of the VCR does not go high enough to include the 4.433MHz colour information, frequency transposing of the chrominance signal is necessary so that the colour information can be fitted into the machine's passband. In this VCR a frequency of 685kHz has been chosen for the chrominance signal.

The direct video feed from board G1 is coupled to the input of a bandpass filter. This allows the chrominance frequencies to pass but blocks the luminance information. Also incorporated in this section is an a.c.c. circuit that samples the amplitude of the colour burst and uses a d.c. voltage derived from this to adjust the gain of a chrominance amplifier stage.

The output of the bandpass filter feeds two separate circuits, one a burst gate and the other a frequency converter (IC1). The burst gate is triggered by delayed line pulses from the sync separator on the GI board, its burst output being used to ring a crystal tuned circuit operating at subcarrier frequency. Because the crystal is being run by a colour burst at regular intervals the tuned circuit is able to...
maintain subcarrier oscillation throughout the length of a TV line. The output of the injection lock stage therefore is a continuous subcarrier signal. This feeds a colour sensing circuit which operates the electronic switches previously mentioned. A second output from the injection lock stage is used to lock another subcarrier oscillator in the playback circuitry of the machine. This enables the stability of the off-tape chrominance information to be compared and locked to the video input to the machine. If there is no input to the VCR the oscillator Q1610/Q1611 (A1 board) will free run.

The second output from the bandpass filter is fed to the frequency converting i.c. which is in fact a balanced modulator using the chrominance input signal as a modulating signal. A carrier input is provided by a 5-119166MHz crystal oscillator which is operational only when a colour signal is being recorded. The output from this balanced modulator will contain all the mixing products between its two input signals, therefore a low-pass filter tuned to 685kHz is required to reject the unwanted output frequencies, passing just the subtractive frequencies.

Two signal feeds are produced at the output of the low-pass filter: one is fed to the emitter-follower Q27 which provides an E to E output for the A1 board; the other feed is amplified by Q25 and Q26 and applied to the chroma record drive amplifier Q38. Here the signal is again increased in level so that enough power is produced to drive the video record heads. Sony have adopted the standard technique of using the video f.m. signal as h.f. bias for the video record heads. The signal from the two video heads mounted on the drum is coupled to the main board B1 via two rotary transformers. The output from the secondary of these transformers is coupled to a preamplifier Q501 and Q502. This is a simple two-stage audio amplifier which increases the signal level, enabling the audio muting stage to be driven. This stage, transistor Q504, is a simple shunt switch across the audio channel. It removes the audio signal in every mode apart from record. This action prevents the incoming audio signal being passed through the electronics in the E to E mode and appearing at the audio output when the machine is in the stop or wind modes. It should be noted that when the machine is being used for audio dubbing the right hand channel is muted.

After the record muting switch a simple a.g.c. limiter is used to compensate for high audio levels that would cause the head to saturate the tape and produce distortion. The control signal for this limiter is derived from a simple half-wave rectifier and smoothing circuit which is fed with the audio signal — it’s very similar to the conventional limiter used in audio recorders.

The next stage after the limiter is the combined record/E amplifier. This stage has two audio outputs. One is sent via a potentiometer to the record equalising amplifier Q508 and from there to the audio head. The second audio feed goes via another potentiometer to the line amplifier IC102 on the C1 audio playback board. This second audio path enables the operator to monitor the audio output of the machine while a recording is being made.

An audio bias and erase oscillator is situated on the Ep board, the bias oscillator being inhibited by Q403 in all except the record mode. The oscillator output is split into two feeds. One supplies an erase signal for the two erase heads. The other is added as h.f. bias to the output of the record equalising amplifier Q508.

**Audio Playback**

The off-tape audio signal from the playback head is coupled to the record playback change over relay RY101. This relay switches either the record or playback signal between the head and the audio electronics. In the playback mode the common switch is connected to the black contacts, coupling the signal to the equalisation amplifier IC101. The signal at the output of this amplifier is applied to the playback level control and from here to the line output amplifier IC102. The playback muting circuit Q101 can ground this coupling feed between IC101 and IC102 when the machine is either lacing or unlacing the cassette. This prevents random audio information from the tape appearing at the output of the VCR during tape lacing.

As well as being fed to the output of the machine the audio signal is coupled to an emitter-follower which drives the headphone output transformer and the record/playback level meter. The direct line output feeding the socket at the rear of the machine is taken directly from the output of IC102.

Finally in the audio playback path we have Q301 (a.g.c.) and Q302/Q303 (audio amplifier). These two sections are connected to a switch which selects L, R, or L+R signals, these being gain controlled in the normal way and then fed to either the u.h.f. modulator or the monitor output point.

**Video Playback**

The f.m. signal from the two video heads mounted on the drum is coupled to the main board B1 via two rotary transformers. The output from the secondary of these transformers is connected to a record/playback switching relay RY1401/2. From this point to the output buffers Q1406 and Q1417 the f.m. playback path is identical for each head, therefore only one head channel will be described.

Head switching relay RY1401 is energised in the record mode. In the playback mode the signal is coupled from the head to the input matching transformer T1401. The secondary of this transformer is coupled to a preamplifier Q1401/02. These components form a low-noise cascade amplifier with an f.e.t. driving the common-base section. An emitter-follower Q1403 matches the high output impedance of this amplifier to the equalising amplifier Q1404. This is a
simple common-emitter stage with a variable collector load inductance and resistance. Hence tuning and damping of the load can be adjusted, enabling the playback equalisation to be set.

Between the equaliser Q1404 and the emitter-follower Q1406 there is a switching transistor Q1405 which shunts the output of the equaliser to earth when the head is not scanning the tape. The bistable circuit Q1420/Q1421 produces the switching pulses for Q1405/Q1416: they are timed so that as head (a) is scanning the tape Q1416 is conducting, and as head (b) scans the tape Q1405 conducts. This switching action prevents noise generated in the playback path while the head is scanning fresh air being added to the signal from the head that is scanning the tape. Pulses to steer the switches are derived from the tape servo section. The outputs from Q1406 and Q1417 are combined across two variable resistors R1447 and R1417, and from the sliders of these two controls f.m. signal feeds are supplied to the monochrome and the colour vision processing circuits.

**Monochrome Signal Processing**

Q1407 acts as a buffer which drives an electronic switch and a high-pass filter. During monochrome operation the series switch Q1409 is “closed” and the f.m. signal is coupled directly to the output buffer Q1410. When the colour mode is selected Q1409 becomes open-circuit and Q1408 conducts, coupling the output from the high-pass filter to the buffer Q1410. This high-pass filter is designed to remove any transposed 685kHz chrominance information. The output from board B1 is coupled directly to board K1 which contains the dropout compensator.

Sony use the conventional dropout compensator, an electronic switch that can select either the direct off-tape signal or the feed from a 64 microsecond delay line. Switching pulses for the switch are derived from an a.m. detector which demodulates the f.m. signal thus producing a change in d.c. level every time a dropout occurs. Only dropouts which produce a voltage change of more than 26dB cause the switch to operate. Also note that the delay line is fed from the output of the electronic switch: hence if the dropout continues over a period of several lines the delayed signal continues to be reinserted in place of the off-tape signal.

Following dropout compensation the signal is fed to yet another electronic switch. This selects either the output from the dropout compensator or from the f.m. modulator on board G2. In the playback mode the dropout compensator output is selected while in the record mode the modulator output is passed through. This enables the operator to view the signal being recorded at the output of the machine. E to E signals are very helpful to the operator because, having passed through most of the electronics in the VCR used in both the record and playback modes, they enable an accurate check to be made of the performance of the equipment.

From the electronic switch Q1/Q2 the selected signal is limited to remove amplitude variations caused by head to tape pressure changes and then fed to a pulse counting f.m. detector Q3 to Q5. This counter in fact is a full-wave rectifier, integrator and smoothing circuit. As this rather novel method of demodulation is not very often met it is worth taking a closer look at the circuit (see Fig. 4).

The f.m. signal is applied to the primary of transformer T1, appearing in push-pull across the centre-tapped secondary winding. Q4 and Q5 are so biased that Q4 conducts on the positive half cycles and Q5 on the negative half cycles, the exact conduction point of the transistors being set by R29. The full-wave rectified signal at the collectors of the two transistors is capacitively coupled via C18 to the low-pass filter FL1 where it is integrated. This action produces a voltage output proportional to the frequency of the pulse input. As the input pulses are negative-going the output of the low-pass filter will be at its maximum negative voltage when the carrier frequency is high, thus producing a negative-going video output signal.

Once the f.m. signal has been demodulated it is de-emphasised and fed via an emitter-follower to the output of the dropout compensator board.

**Colour Playback Path**

Going back to board B1, the combined output of transistors Q1406 and Q1417 also appears across resistor R1447. From the slider of the potentiometer the f.m. signal is fed to Q1418, an audio bias trap designed to remove any h.f. bias information that could beat with the frequency transposed chrominance signal. The signal is then fed to a low-pass filter which removes the high-frequency luminance f.m. signal. Thus just the 685kHz chrominance information is passed by the emitter-follower buffer Q1419 to the output of the board.

The signal then goes to the main chrominance processing board A1, where it is retransposed back to 4.433MHz and added to the luminance signal. The first stage of chrominance processing is to select either the off-tape or E to E chrominance signal, the off-tape signal coming from Q1419 on board B1 and the E to E signal from Q27 on board G2. The electronic switch Q1601/Q1602 selects the required signal and feeds it to a low-pass filter which removes all frequencies above 1.4MHz.

The filtered signal is amplified by Q1603 and then fed to a very fast-acting a.g.c. circuit, Q1604. This circuit works in the same way as the conventional a.c.c. circuit in a colour receiver — by detecting the amplitude of the colour burst (effected by D1601/2), converting the resultant d.c. voltage into a correcting signal and using this to control the gain of the amplifier. In this particular situation a fast-acting a.c.c. stage is very important because the two heads that scan the tape will not produce two signals with the same chrominance amplitude. Hence the saturation of the picture obtained with head one would be different from that of head two. This would result in a 25Hz saturation flicker on the playback picture. Q1604 has the task of producing an output signal free from these saturation changes, hence the need for a fast-acting a.c.c. stage.

During the field sync period the colour burst is not transmitted and the a.c.c. amplifier is then inhibited by a field
sync pulse from Q1612. If this was not done large errors would be caused by the absence of the colour burst, and the time taken for the circuit to settle down would exceed the length of the field blanking period.

The amplitude controlled signal from Q1604 is further amplified by Q1605 before being fed to a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1-5MHz. This filter removes any signal that could be present above the chrominance frequency range. The band-limited output from this filter is fed via the emitter-follower Q1606 to the frequency converting i.c. IC1601. This i.c. reconverts the 685kHz off-tape chrominance signal to 4.433MHz. This is done by using the 685kHz signal as the modulating input and a 5-12MHz signal as the carrier input to a balanced modulator in the i.c. The signal produced will contain subtractive components that lie at the true chrominance frequency of 4.433MHz. Once the off-tape chrominance has been reconverted to its correct frequency it’s fed to a 4.433MHz bandpass filter before being coupled to Q1607/Q1608 to produce an amplified output signal.

The 5-12MHz carrier input to the frequency converting i.c. is derived by beating two signals together, one at 4.433MHz and the other at 685kHz. This frequency mixing is carried out in IC1602, the 4-43MHz carrier input being provided by the crystal oscillator Q1610/Q1611 which is locked by the inject lock circuit we described when dealing with the record mode, the second input coming from the oscillator Q1617. This 685kHz input signal is produced by the variable frequency oscillator Q1616/Q1617 which is controlled as follows. The phase of the 4.433MHz off-tape chrominance colour burst is compared with the stable frequency of the crystal oscillator Q1616/Q1611 in the comparator D1605/D1606. The resulting d.c. error signal is amplified by Q1615 which controls the variable frequency oscillator Q1616/Q1617.

Correction of off-tape phase errors produced by variations in the head to tape speed is automatically compensated in the following way.

If the off-tape colour burst frequency or phase increases, the reference burst to the burst gate amplifier Q1614 also increases. The resulting d.c. error signal from D1605/D1606 advances the phase/frequency of the 685kHz oscillator, in turn advancing the output of IC1602. Because one of the inputs to IC1602 has risen then the resultant beat frequency at the i.c. output will also rise. We now have a situation where both the inputs to IC1601 have risen by exactly the same amount. Therefore the difference frequency between the two will remain the same, i.e. 4.433MHz. Should the off-tape chrominance frequency fall then the reverse procedure will take place.

**Output Signal Switching**

The machine automatically selects the correct output signal path. When colour operation has been established, the colour burst output from Q1614 is detected by D1617/D1618 and amplified by Q1624/Q1626 to produce push-pull switching voltages for the electronic switch Q1627/Q1628.

When monochrome operation has been established, the luminance output from the K1 board is passed by the switch to Q1631. This stage shorts the signal to chassis when the machine is either lacing or unlacing the tape. At all other times it’s open-circuit. From here the signal passes via the emitter-follower Q1632 to the output amplifier Q1633.

When a colour programme is being replayed the luminance output from board K1 is passed through the short-duration delay line DL1601 which compensates for the delay of the chrominance processing circuits due to their narrow bandwidth. The output from DL1601 is fed via a chrominance trap to the mixer stage Q1629/Q1630, where the corrected chrominance signal is added to the luminance information to produce the complete video signal. From the mixer the complete signal is fed to the second input of the switch Q1627/Q1628 and then via the signal path previously described to the output of the machine.

A manual over-ride to the electronic switch is provided so that the operator can if he wishes remove the chrominance information if a monochrome switch is being used to display the output of the machine.

**Pulse Generation**

During colour operation additional pulses are required to operate the burst gate, a.g.c. and NTSC stages of the VCR. These pulses are produced in the following way. The off-tape luminance signal from board K1 is coupled to the sync separator stage Q1619-Q1621. One output from this stage is coupled to a low Q ringing circuit which delays the line pulses to produce a burst gating pulse for Q1614. The other output is fed to an integrator circuit whose output is amplified by Q1612 before being used as a field blanking pulse for the a.g.c. stage Q1604.

**NTSC Operation**

Throughout the service manual there is no mention at all of the NTSC sections of the machine, and everyone the author has questioned on this topic has just replied with a blank face or “your guess is as good as mine!” So the following description owes something to surmise.

The VCR is designed only to playback prerecorded NTSC tapes to a colour TV receiver which is capable of receiving a 30 f.p.s., 525-line NTSC signal whose chrominance frequencies have been transposed to 4.433MHz.

When an NTSC tape is recorded the chrominance signals are transposed down to 688kHz instead of 685kHz which is used for PAL signals. To reconvert this signal to 4.433MHz in the playback process the output of the frequency converter IC1602 has to be increased from 5-12MHz to 5-121MHz so that the difference frequency between 5-121MHz and 688kHz remains 4-433MHz. To change the output frequency of IC1602 accurately, the oscillator Q1616/Q1617 has to runs at 688kHz instead of 685kHz. This is achieved by adding an offset d.c. voltage to the phase comparator D1605/D1606 that controls the oscillator frequency. This d.c. voltage is derived in the following way.

The 525-line sync pulses from the sync separator Q1619-Q1621 are used to lock a line frequency oscillator whose output is tuned by the amplifier Q1618. The tuned output at 15-734kHz is then fed to an a.f.c. discriminator D1614/D1615 whose centre frequency is set to the 625-line frequency of 15-625kHz. Hence when the VCR is operating with a PAL signal the output of the discriminator is zero, but when the standard is changed to NTSC a d.c. voltage caused by the change in line frequency is produced. This is added to the input signal of the phase comparator D1605/D1606 as the offset voltage. The colour lock circuit controls enable this d.c. voltage to be adjusted manually so that accurate subcarrier phasing can be achieved.

The tape path together with the servo and control systems of the Sony VCR will be described in a following issue.
Loss of Picture

The owner of a mains/battery portable fitted with the Thorn 1590 chassis complained that the picture had gradually decreased in width, darkened and then gone off completely. As anticipated, the main 2.5A fuse was found to have blown. There was no sign of component damage nor any measurable short, so a replacement fuse was fitted and the set switched on. This produced good sound and a fair picture of normal size, though the tube appeared to be well past its best. The l.t. line was found to be slightly below the normal 11-6V, so the “set h.t.” control was adjusted to restore it to normal. It’s worth noting that this potentiometer (R104) is so wired that when adjusted from the top of the printed panel clockwise rotation reduces the stabilised l.t. line voltage.

To improve the poor picture definition we tried readjusting the focus control, but this brought little improvement. The set was then left on soak test, and to await the test card transmission. After about twenty minutes however the picture width gradually decreased, causing a further reduction in the brilliance and focus levels. Before there was time to check the l.t. voltage there was a loud bang, caused by one of the capacitors near the line output transformer virtually exploding. This turned out to be C110, the c.r.t. first anode supply rectifier’s reservoir capacitor — the supply is also used to feed the focus control. The rectifier concerned is W13 and is fed from a winding on the line output transformer. It develops 300V across C110.

We cleaned up the chassis and checked W13 which turned out to be o.k. After replacing the fuse and C110 (10µF) the set h.t. control was adjusted to minimum and the set switched on. Good sound appeared immediately, but as the rail voltage was low and the tube heater is fed directly from the l.t. supply it took longer than usual for the picture to appear. On bringing the rail voltage up to 11.6V a perfect picture with normal brightness and focus was obtained. Clearly the excessive loading placed on the line output transformer made no difference so clearly there was no internal short-circuit in the PL509. There’s a harmonic tuning capacitor between the cathode of the PY500A and chassis (C308, 220pF 12kV) so one end was disconnected in order to check whether it was leaky. It proved to be o.k. however so the next suspect was the boost capacitor (C310, 0-47µF 1kV) which is returned to chassis via a winding on the line output transformer and the low-value horizontal shift potentiometer. C310 is connected between tags 9 and 10 on the line output transformer, and proved to be short-circuit. Replacing it restored normal results. This particular type of capacitor — easily recognised by its particularly large size and light blue/dark blue encapsulation — is used in several other colour chassis and breaks down quite often.

Weak UHF Picture

The owner of an ITT dual-standard monochrome receiver ‘phoned to say that the picture had suddenly gone very weak on u.h.f., though on switching back to v.h.f. normal, good results were obtained. On inspection we found that the weak u.h.f. picture was not accompanied by any grain, so that the aerial and probably the u.h.f. tuner could be ruled out. The same detector diode is used on both systems, so as the valves could be assumed to be o.k. it seemed likely that the fault was in the u.h.f. contrast control circuit. But could all the valves be ruled out? The PFL200 video/sync valve so widely used is notorious for giving a weak output when a.c. coupled on 625 lines. But this set uses a PCL84, a.c. coupled on 625. We decided to try a new one, and were immediately rewarded with perfect results. Though we have often enough changed PCL84s because of reduced gain on both systems, due to loss of emission, this is the first time we have known one of these valves give the same symptoms as a soft PFL200.

No Results

The complaint “no results” on an ITT colour set fitted with the CVC5 chassis turned out to be due to a blown h.t. fuse. Inspection revealed no burnt components, and there was no sign of a short-circuit between the h.t. rail and chassis. So the fuse was replaced and the set switched on. To start with the valves warmed up normally, but after about a minute, when the PYS00A boost diode came into operation, its anode was seen to start to get visibly red. On switching off, the resistance from its cathode (top cap) to chassis was found to be quite low. Removing the top cap of the PL509 line output valve made no difference so clearly there was no internal short-circuit in the PL509. There’s a harmonic tuning capacitor between the cathode of the PY500A and chassis (C308, 220pF 12kV) so one end was disconnected in order to check whether it was leaky. It proved to be o.k. however so the next suspect was the boost capacitor (C310, 0-47µF 1kV) which is returned to chassis via a winding on the line output transformer and the low-value horizontal shift potentiometer. C310 is connected between tags 9 and 10 on the line output transformer, and proved to be short-circuit. Replacing it restored normal results. This particular type of capacitor — easily recognised by its particularly large size and light blue/dark blue encapsulation — is used in several other colour chassis and breaks down quite often.

Colour Loss

Cases of colour intermittency, fade or complete loss in the earlier 90° Rank solid-state colour chassis (with the A809 i.f. panel and A807 decoder panel) can be due to a variety of causes. Probably the most common transistor failures responsible for this fault are the BC148 chrominance amplifiers 2VT10 and 2VT11 on the A809 i.f. panel. The gain-controlled BF196 chrominance amplifier 2VT8 and the BC158 a.g.c. amplifier 2VT6 can also be defective, while on the A807 decoder panel the BF194 a.c.c. amplifier 3VT6 and the BC158 “R—Y switch sync” transistor 3VT11 probably give most trouble. The latter drives the colour output to the ACC Hotter output to subcarrier amplifier. The ACC then drives the subcarrier to the clamping stage, Rank A807 decoder panel. Fig. 1: Second gated burst amplifier/4-43MHz crystal driver stage, Rank A807 decoder panel.
Inspection of the panel revealed that the 100µF electrolytic transistor 3VT8 (see Fig. 1). The transistor itself turned out to be around the second gated burst amplifier/crystal driver applying freezer to it. It's the cause of colour fade off this can often be proved by the needle - very much less than that obtained with a new ohmmeter there was only a very small charge-up swing of dried up. On disconnecting 3C43 which earths the centre tap on this coil was somewhat tunes seemed however that the optimum position of 3L21, which tunes the output of this stage, kept shifting slightly. Inspection of the panel revealed that the 100µF electrolytic 3C43 which earths the centre tap on this coil was somewhat dried up. On disconnecting it and checking it with an ohmmeter there was only a very small charge-up swing of the needle - very much less than that obtained with a new equivalent. On fitting the latter and readjusting 3L21 a stable and well saturated picture was obtained.

Weak Line Lock

A Pye model CT202 fitted with the 697 hybrid colour chassis had been bought second-hand a short time previously. Though it gave good results line lock was often lost, especially following channel change. The owner would then try to get it to relock by returning the pushbutton channel selector.

As in all receivers using a PCF802 sinewave line oscillator circuit the valve itself must be the first suspect in such cases, though generally it either functions well or results in no line lock at all. Nevertheless when tackling this fault it is always necessary to start off by ensuring the valve is up to standard. On removing the back of the set we first noticed that the core of the line oscillator coil had been badly scarred by repeated adjustment. We replaced the valve, set the line hold control RV15 in the centre position and then adjusted the coil core to lock the picture. Due to its condition this wasn't easy, but an optimum condition was eventually obtained. Line lock was still weak however, so it was apparent that there was a fault in the flywheel sync discriminator circuit. In most receivers the prime suspects would be the discriminator diodes, but in these Pye chassis we have come across repeated value change or breakdown of the resistor (R203, 47kΩ) in the reference pulse feedback path to the circuit. Being a carbon type it tends to fall dramatically in value, often resulting in the breakdown of one or both of the discriminator diodes. You can usually on peering down the back of the timebase panel see from the appearance of the resistor whether it has changed value – it will be burnt. This turned out to be the case and on checking it with an ohmmeter we found that its resistance had fallen to about 5kΩ!

The diodes both seemed to be in order on test but we considered it best to change them while the panel was lowered. On trying the set again the frequency was well out, necessitating readjustment of the oscillator coil core. As anticipated, a further attempt proved too much for the damaged core which crumbled and broke in half. When a core breaks inside a former it is usually best to obtain a new coil. They are not expensive, and a good deal of time can be spent endeavouring to remove all traces of the core from the thread. Even if you seem to have been successful you will probably find that the new core will jam when well inside, and certainly won't run through from one side to the other. This turned out to be the case with this receiver. A new core could be screwed in almost flush with the former at either side but wouldn't go right through. The core was left in on the component side of the panel therefore and the complete timebase chassis was fitted back into the cabinet. As expected, the line frequency was too high. With the line hold control set to mid-point we screwed in a second core, from the print side of the panel. This dodge enabled us to obtain the correct line frequency with really solid line sync.

Field Collapse

Complete field collapse was the fault on an ASA Model CT5003 colour receiver. Our first step was to try a new PL508 output pentode and ECC81 blocking oscillator/waveform shaping valve, but as this made no difference we started to check voltages. The easiest way of checking the oscillator anode voltage was at the tags of the blocking oscillator transformer. The first tag we contacted with the positive test probe turned out to be the grid winding however – and immediately we did this a normal, locked raster developed. Both transformer windings were intact, but clearly the grid was floating. The circuit of the oscillator stage is shown in Fig. 2, and as can be seen the grid is returned to the 335V boost h.t. rail via a series of resistors. One of these, R401, (1.5MΩ), was somewhat discoloured and immediately aroused suspicion. It was found to be nearer 8MΩ, and on replacing it a normal raster was restored.
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AFTER the author built a solid-state 24in. monochrome receiver, some four years ago, instead of it being used by members of his family (the original intention) it proved to be such a versatile test bed for all sorts of circuits that it was decided to put it to this better use!

One area of experimentation was the video output stage. Assuming that the i.f. strip is reasonable and that the demodulator is set up correctly, the video output stage is usually responsible for any shortcomings in the picture. After all, it is asked to provide something like 26dB of gain with a substantially flat frequency response from d.c. to several MHz!

**Single stage amplifier**

The original circuit used in the receiver is shown in Fig. 1. It is a well-tried straightforward amplifier as found in many commercial sets. The video output from an MC1330 i.c. is taken via a bridge-type contrast control (VR1) to the base of a common-emitter amplifier. The collector load resistor (R3) is of reasonably low value to ensure a low output impedance – though it must of course be of a sufficiently large value to provide the required gain, which is determined by the ratio of the collector load resistor to the emitter resistor R2. A sound trap consisting of L1 and C1 is placed in the emitter circuit and tuned to 6MHz to remove the intercarrier sound signal. C2 decouples R2 at high frequencies, increasing the h.f. gain in order to compensate for the gain fall-off due to the base-collector capacitance of the transistor. The working point of the transistor is stabilised by bleeding some current from the emitter to the 12V rail through R1 and VR2. The latter is adjusted for 85V at the tube cathode when a test card is being displayed. The video signal is taken from the collector of the transistor via a beam limiter diode to the c.r.t. cathode.

**Cascode configuration**

A higher performance stage is shown in Fig. 2. This uses a cascode circuit and in terms of cost versus performance the configuration offers a better solution. The video signal is again fed in via a bridge contrast control, this time to the base of the low-voltage transistor Tr1. This device provides all the current gain of the amplifier and works at a relatively low collector-emitter voltage (around 8V). The high-voltage transistor Tr2 is connected in the common-base configuration. It has unity current gain but provides the large voltage swings necessary for driving the tube. This approach means that even low-beta video transistors can be used for Tr2 without affecting the performance. Another very important advantage is that this transistor's base-collector capacitance has very little influence on the bandwidth of the amplifier, since in common-base stages the Miller effect is avoided.

This circuit was used for some time and gave very acceptable results and remained in the set for some time.
pleasing results. One modification tried was to use an f.e.t. in position Tr1. This gives a much higher input impedance, reducing the loading on the previous stage. In the case of a diode demodulator, the video amplifier can be driven directly from the collector of a gain stage following the detector. With this circuit the contrast control took the form of a large (1,000µF) capacitor in series with a 470Ω potentiometer connected in parallel with the transistor’s source bias resistor. Although this circuit worked it was not optimised and had various shortcomings. It may prompt some thoughts from readers however and the author would welcome comments or suggestions from anyone who decides to investigate this approach further.

The class AB stage

Perhaps the most interesting circuit is the one tried only recently and shown in Fig. 3. The first thing to note is that this is a class AB output stage, unlike the other two which are class A circuits. This stage differs considerably from those normally encountered in either monochrome or colour sets and merits a fuller description.

In comparison with a conventional class A stage this circuit offers the following advantages: (1) lower dissipation, (2) no high-dissipation load resistor, (3) no heatsinking required, (4) lower output impedance, and (5) variation in the supply voltage has little effect on the output voltage.

The 3.9V zener diode in the emitter circuit of Tr2 matches the working point of Tr2 to the d.c. level of the previous stage. Component values will have to be altered to suit particular applications. For a given d.c. level at Tr2's base, the ratio of R2 to R1 determines the stage’s output voltage (black level). Tr2 may be regarded as a current-controlled voltage amplifier with negative feedback via R2. The input of the amplifier is at “virtual earth”, so the gain is determined by the ratio of the contrast control (VR1) setting and the value of R2.

Transistor Tr1 forms an active collector load for Tr2. In operation, as Tr2 moves towards saturation (peak white) so Tr1 moves towards cut-off. This is because the increased current flowing through D1 increases the voltage across R3, thus reducing Tr1’s base voltage and moving it towards cut-off. The converse is also true: as Tr2 moves towards cut-off, the current through D1 and the voltage across R3 decrease thereby moving Tr1 towards saturation. In practice neither transistor saturates nor cuts off. The active collector load Tr1 is thus continuously variable, dependent on the drive to Tr2.

Results

Due to the negative feedback applied, the gain is very stable and the bandwidth is extended. Another advantage is that the two transistors can be small plastic types since the dissipation is fairly low. It must be emphasised however that they must be fairly high-gain, high voltage devices with a reasonable cut-off frequency.

This last circuit is the one favoured by the author. So far however sufficient measurements have not been taken and neither has the circuit been totally optimised. Its advantages will obviously be highlighted in a colour set, but this remains to be tried.

One last word of warning. These circuits have been tried in the original receiver with component values adjusted to suit its requirements. Readers wishing to adopt any of these circuits for use in other receivers must be prepared to spend some time at their bench, preferably with some test equipment, in order to develop the circuits as may prove necessary.
At the time of writing the long spell of hot weather continues. This has been a boon to DX-TV reception. Over the past few weeks a large slow-moving high-pressure system has predominated over the UK, slow moving in the sense that it tends to move around Western Europe without departing. It's thus no stranger, and the resulting “freak” weather conditions have produced a general increase in signal reception, in particular via the Tropospherics!

The August reception pattern has been one of declining Sporadic E, increased Tropospherics and a notable Perseids meteor shower period — on the 12th. We have also heard news of really exotic reception — in the form of multi-hop Sporadic E or evening Trans-Equatorial skip.

**Exotic Reception**

The most important reception in August was undoubtedly by Ian Beckett (Buckingham) and Hugh Cocks (nr. Honiton). The evening of August 6th produced at 1820-1840 CET from a Southerly direction a weak test card C on ch. E3. The signal didn't rise to a fantastic level, and was obliterated at 1840 by RTP (Portugal) carrying test card E. Letters have been sent to various likely broadcasting authorities and already Nigeria has replied indicating that the transmitters there would at the time be carrying programmes. It's thought that the signal originated from the ch. E3 outlet at Jamasi, Ghana. Interesting to note that this could be the second time that Ian has received Ghana in recent years. Our congratulations to them both on this quite remarkable reception.

**Conditions at Romsey**

As so often recently, shortage of space denies me a detailed listing of my loggings here at Romsey. The following is a brief summary of the main and more interesting points.

The first few days were quiet, but between the 3rd-9th Sporadic E openings produced signals from RTVE (Spain), RAI (Italy) and JRT (Yugoslavia), with a glimpse of NRK (Norway) on the 5th. Apart from an excellent Sporadic E opening on the 12th, the Perseids meteor shower gave some quite high level “pings” in Band III and for once I was successful in logging a new station (!), TSS (USSR) ch. R6 from Vinnitsa. Fortunately the 0249 test card was being transmitted. Other MS pings were mainly of weak to fair strength PM5544 test cards — origins unknown of course. The other main Sporadic E openings were on the 15th and 22nd — other days being devoid of substantial SpE.

The Tropospherics hovered at “just about to open up” for many days, bringing in the usual just-in-the-noise type signals and on several occasions giving some quite good openings. The main activity seems to have been from the 17th onwards, with openings on the 19th, 20th and 24th. Signals have generally originated from Denmark, North Germany, East Germany and Holland. Denmark in fact provided some excellent signals on chs. E7, 8, 9 and 10, and conditions just allowed DFF to filter in at Romsey though I gather from other sources that both Band III and u.h.f. DFF outlets have been received. Generally Band III seems to have been favoured rather than u.h.f. I feel certain that if the present high-pressure system moves away slowly we will have an excellent opening. Summarising then, it was a good month for most types of reception.
Points for the Notebook

Two important items, both relating to photography. Graham Harrison of St. Leonards-on-Sea tells us that until further notice he is unable to process film or make further prints due in part to a move to a new location - so please refrain from posting any film until we can advise further. Alan Damper of 144, Shaftesbury Road, Carshalton, Surrey, who you may recall was able to supply monochrome film at cut prices, tells us he now has a further consignment. Due to an earlier supply difficulty several readers may have experienced some delay in obtaining the film but we are assured that plentiful supplies are now available (Ilford FP4 36 shot, 58p for one, £1.10 for two including postage!).

Subscriptions

A number of overseas subscribers may shortly find it impossible to renew their subscriptions. We suggest they contact Key Magazine Distributors, PO Box 34, Ongar, Essex CM5 9BP, England, who are prepared to maintain subscriptions for overseas readers. IPC Magazines Ltd. have no connection with this company.

Bargain Boards

To continue in this commercial theme, Hugh Cocks has brought to my notice an offer from Bi-Pre-Pak Ltd. of Westcliff-on-Sea. In their current advertisements a component pack No. CP16 is listed as a BF180 transistor u.h.f. amplifier board. The board contains all the components shown in Fig. 1 less the coil. This suggests that it originally served as a masthead amplifier. There are five of these boards in each pack, but in the two packs I obtained an extra board was included with a coil but less the other components. At 60p plus postage and VAT at 12½%, this is excellent value and much cheaper than buying the separate parts for an amplifier.

New EBU Listings

Finland: Vuokatti ch. E56, 600kW hor. (NE of Lahti).
France: Paris ch. 25, 600kW hor. (first chain, 625 lines); Tours-Chiiay ch. 62, 200kW hor. (third chain - SW of Chartres).
Syria: Hassake ch. E4, 95kW hor. (a possible for Sporadic E!).

News Items

Italy: News from Michele Dolci - all the "free" TV stations now legalised will be operating in Band V. He has received a strong signal from Tele Alto Milsuese on ch. E68, now operating from a site on Mt. Penice designed to cover all North Italy. As we have noted with the figure "1" on the monochrome card, the second chain carries a corresponding "2" in the same position.

Balloons: The Goodyear airship Europa has participated in propagation and radiation tests from the Saarbrucken TV tower. This is to determine the directional characteristics and signal strengths now being radiated from the tower.

More Balloons - Nigeria: A subsidiary of the Westinghouse Corporation (USA) - the TCMO Corporation - is to supply the Nigerian Television Service with ten balloons to increase the area served. The balloons will be moored at 10,000ft. Balloon transmissions have been successful in the Bahamas and on the Korean mainland.

Propagation: Some time ago we reported on the possibilities of signal reflection due to heating of the Ionosphere above a very high-powered transmitter operating in the conventional domestic broadcasting field. The Stanford Research Institute has discovered that if a "beam" of shortwave signals is directed into the Ionosphere from a landbased site heating takes place and forms a "bubble" (the press cutting describes the formation as a bubble) with the capability of reflecting v.h.f. signals. The "bubble" region is some 160km wide, with a thickness approaching 16km, and is capable of reflecting v.h.f. signals over some 1600km.
ATS Reception

We are still receiving letters from successful enthusiasts who managed to resolve signals from the ATS satellite before it finished operations on July 31st. It seems that most of those who attempted reception, with equipment ranging from the simple to quite sophisticated, were able to resolve signals. Geoffrey Chapman (Blandford) resolved good signals using a simple 2m dish array feeding a masthead amplifier which in turn fed his conventional DX receiver. Despite the lack of an f.m. demodulator the signals were easily locked.

A more elaborate system was used by Peter Jansen of Rotterdam, Holland. Also using a 2m dish, and a cut to frequency aerial, his specialised equipment enabled quite magnificent signals to be resolved – thanks to an NE561B PLL demodulator. The video output obtained from this was remodulated back to a.m. on ch. E2 and displayed on a conventional TV receiver. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of his system. Photos illustrate the aerial and reception quality.

From Our Correspondents . . .

Again a large pile of mail, too much in fact to report in detail but we’ll pick out points of general interest. Anthony Mann of Perth, Western Australia, continues to be active and has again received the Johore Bahru transmitter in Malaya – ch. E3. During the late July period he received a great number of F2 signals from Asia, reaching into the low 40MHz region. It is interesting to note that Sporadic E has been very active during their winter season – perhaps a sign for us? On March 27th a brilliant Aurora was seen over Antarctica. Its effects reached southern New Zealand and southern Victoria but there have been no reports as yet of Auroral reception.

James Burton Stewart (Milton Keynes) has been on his travels once again, this time to Greece. Travelling by coach across Europe he noted that Fuba aerials are in use extensively both at u.h.f. and for Band III. In some locations small lattice masts are mounted on the roof tiles, with up to four Fuba’s pointing in different directions. Yugoslavians use the Fuba Band III aerial and a vast number of apparently locally made u.h.f. arrays. Despite the seeming poverty, there are a great many TV installations. TV wise the Greeks are not a great race, preferring to spend their evenings out. This in turn accounts for a somewhat erratic TV service. There are Band III aerials in profusion, with some evidence of u.h.f. reception. There is no ch. E3 TV transmitter in operation at Thessaloniki – at least no Band I aerials are present.

Allan Latham (now at Abu Dhabi but previously in Southampton) has written a long letter describing TV in the Gulf. Being a DX-TV enthusiast Allan has wasted no time in erecting a double seven system for wideband Band I/III operation, with a switched Band I/III masthead varactor amplifier coupled to a rotator unit. His receiver is an Autovox colour set with 5.5MHz sound i.f., v.h.f. tuner and a G8 vision selectivity panel fitted. The G8 unit has reduced the i.f. bandwidth to 3MHz flat with the 4.43MHz colour subcarrier some 10dB down on this with a sharp fall-off after this, consistent with sound reception. This is giving the best colour pictures seen there off-air, with a considerable drop in adjacent channel interference. Due to the conditions prevailing in the Gulf, each channel is occupied – with entertainment quality signals for much of the time. All channels are occupied with locals and semi-locals as Aerial gain 22dB
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of Peter Jansen’s ATS-6 receiver. The OM335 is a hybrid i.c. amplifier from Philips, with a bandwidth 40 MHz-1GHz. The NE561B is a Signetics device.
follows: E2 Dubai at 100 miles; E3 Dhahran (system M 525 line) at 300 miles; E5 Bahrain at 250 miles, Abu Dhabi (local), Kuwait at 650 miles and NIRT (Iran); E6 Saudi Arabia and Dubai; E7 Iran; E8 Iran and Kuwait; E9 Qatar; E10 Dubai, Kuwait, Abu Dhabi and Qatar. This plenitude of signals makes DX-TV reception difficult. DX signals noted so far include TSS R1, 2; Amman E3; AIR (India) E4. Allan has promised to pass on further information when time permits.

Geoffrey Hunt (Hull) has written in for the first time. Being new to the hobby he has a single rotatable ch. E3 dipole mounted indoors. This is to be replaced shortly with an omnidirectional array of crossed dipoles. Despite the simple aerial system Geoffrey has received an envious selection of signals this past season on his Bush Model TV161 – totalling 15 countries in fact. He has also been able to take some excellent shots of his reception. We can clear one query at least, the test card with “Grunten” on it is the FUBK card from the Grunten transmitter of the Bayerischer Rundfunk in West Germany (South).

**Satellite News**

Following the recent news of the Russian Statsionar T satellite which is to operate at 714MHz (ch. 51) with TV broadcasting to Northern Russia from the end of 1976, at 99°E, we have written to the authorities for more information.

**Preview – Tropospheric Propagation**

“The time has come, the Walrus said, to talk of many things” – and indeed the time has come to consider the forthcoming Tropospheric season. I have covered this important signal propagation mode before but the following outline is given for the benefit of new readers.

Unlike Sporadic E, which provides us with signals reflected from the E Layer in the Ionosphere some 70 miles above Earth, Tropospherically propagated signals travel in the part of the atmosphere adjacent to the surface and extending to some 25,000 feet. Such signals are thus directly affected by weather conditions and systems extending over some hundreds of miles. I’m sure that most readers will have noticed that during very settled, warm, anticyclonic weather (i.e. high pressure) usually weak and snowy television signals from distant transmitters improve and perhaps give snow-free reception. Another symptom during such conditions may be interference to the local transmitter, resulting perhaps in an extra, floating picture. A settled high-pressure system gives the classic conditions for enhanced Tropospheric reception, in particular favouring signals which travel along the prevailing isobar pattern rather than across it. Such weather conditions can occur at any time, but generally the Autumn months provide the most noteworthy reception and it is not unusual to receive v.h.f. signals from transmitters as far away as 800 miles – often at very high levels!

**Temperature Inversion**

The observable characteristics of such high-pressure systems are usually clear, cloudless days with little or no wind. At sunset the upper air cools, as indeed does the surface temperature, but at different rates. This produces a boundary or temperature gradient which allows an inversion level to form – a similar effect occurs at sunrise. The inversion is capable of allowing signal propagation far beyond the normal horizon distance, at both v.h.f. and u.h.f.

The inversion effectively reduces skyward radiation from a transmitter – normally v.h.f. and u.h.f. signals travel on into space when they reach the horizon, the refractive index of the Ionosphere preventing signal return. With temperature inversion however the signal is to a large extent refracted over the horizon rather than continuing along a direct path into space. (I’ve ignored any effect due to Tropospheric Scatter in this summary since we are concerned with enhanced Tropospheric openings. Tropospheric Scatter gives regular transhorizon reception through the use of high-power radiation and very high-gain receiving installations. Scattering of the signal takes place, irregularities within the Troposphere producing a weak field at the receiving station – perhaps up to 250 miles distant.)

**Ducting**

Returning to Tropospheric inversion effects, it’s often possible to receive a signal from a distant station whilst similar stations operating on or near the same channel but much closer to the receiving site are not received. This phenomenon is known as Tropospheric ducting; as the name suggests, the signal travels via a duct within the Troposphere. Such ducts are common in the Middle East and are present for considerable periods, allowing reception of stations within a 300 mile range for entertainment purposes. Unfortunately in Europe the weather pattern is much less stable and such ducts are infrequent.

Ducts usually occur when a high-pressure system produces a thin cloud level: the upper cloud levels are heated by the sun, producing an inversion at a relatively high level with a second inversion between the base of the cloud strata and the air beneath. A signal entering the cloud level (or duct) between the two inversions can be carried for a considerable distance, often much farther than signals refracted by the lower inversion level.

Many enthusiasts will have noted how the DFF (East German) transmissions from Brocken on channels E6 and E34 are so well received when signals from West Germany are just not present. Brocken is located in high mountains and its transmissions effectively feed straight into the duct, unlike transmitters at lower heights.

**Fog**

Fog also produces good Tropospheric results, again due to inversion effects. Fog occurs during high-pressure
weather, and if such conditions result in a large belt of fog with clear sky above, there will be heating of the upper fog level and thus an inversion. This situation often arises towards night fall, continues overnight and clears with the sunrise over a period of perhaps 4-5 hours.

### Effect of Cold Fronts

Following the delights of a good Tropospheric opening, with many of the above effects, the departure of the high-pressure system may itself produce further reception along the prevailing isobar pattern. And if the system is traversed by a cold front as it moves slowly off there is every possibility of reception along the line of the advancing front – particularly if the front is very straight and slow moving. Again the important point is the temperature difference between the two systems: the greater the difference, the more likelihood of improved reception.

### Equipment Needed

In previous columns we have discussed the aerial and receiving system essential for successful Tropospheric reception. Basically a high-gain aerial which can be rotated is required, mounted – within reason – clear of surrounding objects. For Band III we recommend a good wideband system, such as those available from Jaybeam (the Astra-beam series) or from Antiference. At u.h.f. and for general coverage a wideband system is usually most efficient. One covering the whole Band IV-V spectrum allows for operational ease and can be used with a companion wideband u.h.f. masthead amplifier. Suitable wideband u.h.f. arrays are the Wolsey “Colour King”, Fuba XC391d and the Wolsey “Colour King”, Fuba XC391d and the Wolsey “Colour King”, Fuba XC391d. Suitable wideband u.h.f. arrays are available from Lincrob and Wolsey.

Coaxial cable is the all important link between the aerial and the receiver. It should not be overlooked since an incredible signal loss can occur if poor cable is used or if it is fitted incorrectly and without soldered plugs/sockets.

### Channels to Check

Having discussed the means by which the (hopefully) strong/exotic Tropospheric signal arrives at your receiver we obviously need some indication of the channels to check for the best signs of our DX reception. When conditions are really good, most channels will be occupied. It’s the condition when signals are just beginning to improve that requires attention however. From my own experiences and those of many other more successful enthusiasts there are certain channels/stations which always give the first signals from a given direction. I have called on several partners in crime for the observations which follow.

If you are fortunate enough to live in East Anglia – the Mecca of DX reception – you have a head start in getting into Europe with v.h.f./u.h.f. Tropospherics. Clive Athowe from near Norwich advises as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Improving</th>
<th>Fairly good</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Excellent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSE</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>La Dole</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strasbourg</td>
<td>Rigi</td>
<td>u.h.f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Schnee Eifel</td>
<td>SWF</td>
<td>Saentis</td>
<td>ORF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donnersberg</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Amberg</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Lingen</td>
<td>Minden</td>
<td>Rhone</td>
<td>S.Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hannover</td>
<td>Dilling</td>
<td>Szczecin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Torhaus</td>
<td>Dequede</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENE</td>
<td>Niebull</td>
<td>Denmark,</td>
<td>Horby</td>
<td>Visby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flensburg</td>
<td>Karlsham</td>
<td>Riga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eutin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marlow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Vestsyland(DR)</td>
<td>W. Norway</td>
<td>Sunne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W. Sweden</td>
<td>Vasteras</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stockholm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hugh Cocks has moved twice in recent years. For his original Mayfield, East Sussex, location he advises: **Just improving:** Dutch ch.E4 (fair), E6 (fair), E7 (poor), E29, E32. West Germany ch.E29 Dusseldorf, E21 E25, E30, E32, E35. Luxembourg ch.E7 and E21, the latter floating under Lille.

**Conditions better:** Dutch “in on a screwdriver” plus improved ch.E7. West German channels 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 37. Swiss, probably weak on E31, E34.


Some two years ago Hugh moved to a location in South Devon (near Honiton). Here he observes: **Just improving:** Dutch ch.E4 in the noise, ch.27 co-channel with Rowridge. French Lille 21 fluttering with Brest, also ch.24. Caen 25/28, Brest 21/24 good; Nantes 29 fair; Paris 22, 25, 28 weak. Eastern UK u.h.f./v.h.f. stations improving.

**Conditions better:** Lopik E4, also Dutch on E5, 6, 7, 27, 29, 32, 39, 45, 47 and just visible 53. West Germans E32, E46 (Kleve) and possibly ch.E5a. French v.h.f./u.h.f. saturating most channels. Possibility of weak Swiss 29, 31, 32, 34. Possible Spain ch.E4 Bilbao.

**Conditions good:** Swiss as at Mayfield. Luxembourg E7, 21 good. Denmark E5, 6, 7, 10. Sweden various u.h.f. channels, also E9, 10, 11. East Germany E5, 6 (good); E8 (fair), E9 (very weak), E11 (good), E29 Schwerin predominating. Good Dutch all channels. Poland ch.R10, R12 (poor). Czechoslovakia R10, R26. Austria E5, 6, 8, 24, 32 – all weak. French impossible to list. Spain E3, 4, 7, 11, with predominating E9, 10, E22, 24 (after France off air), E48. W. Germany many stations throughout all channels! Suggest try for RAI u.h.f. (Italy).

**Conclusions**

As can be seen from these long lists a great many stations are possible, particularly if Tropospheric conditions are fair to good. It is essential to use a good station/transmitter list – such as the EBU lists – to locate and identify likely stations that have been received or for attempted reception. The list above shows the most likely channels and transmitters to be received with an improvement in Tropospheric conditions. Space permitting, we hope to conclude this section next month with details of typical reception in other parts of the country – thus building a complete pattern of enhanced Tropospheric reception conditions.
ULTRA 6706
The vertical lines have a habit of going zig-zag, particularly in the top half of the picture. There is also a lot of patterning, and the BBC-1 transmission is present slightly on the ITV channel — particularly noticeable when ITV goes off the air.

The patterning is probably due to cross-modulation. The usual cause is too strong a signal or an incorrect type of or badly adjusted aerial. Distortion of the verticals is commonly due to failure of C619 (140µF) on the top of the power supply panel — Thorn now recommend a 200µF, 100V capacitor in this position. A less likely possibility is either C506 (22 or 25µF, 25V) in the flywheel sync filter circuit or C511 (also 22 or 25µF) which decouples the emitter of the reactance transistor. (Thorn 3000 chassis.)

KB WESTMINSTER
The picture is very dull — it can't be seen in normal daylight.
If the brightness control is advanced more than about half way the picture starts to go negative, i.e. the black parts become lighter than the light parts. In addition, with the width control at minimum the raster is still slightly too wide. I suspect that the lack of brightness is due to low c.r.t. emission, but will replacing it cure the other symptoms?

The c.r.t. is almost certainly low-emission, causing the dullness and brightness inversion. The excessive width is not due to the c.r.t. Check whether the linearity sleeve beneath the scan coils on the c.r.t. neck is misadjusted or missing.

THERMAL CUTOUTS
Could you explain why thermal cutouts are being increasingly used? I recently came across one in a faulty line timebase — it was between the line driver transformer and the base of the line output transistor. I can see that it's there to provide circuit protection, but why not use a fuse?
Can cutouts be bypassed when checking the circuit?
There are various reasons for the use of these devices. Generally however they are preferred because they are temperature conscious and will break a circuit faster than a fuse which depends on a current overload. If an open-circuit cutout or fuse is bypassed there is always the risk that the protected circuit will be damage by the overload that caused the initial failure.

GEC 2103
A horizontal band of interference, about 2in. deep, moves up and down the screen. On occasions it becomes stationary but then proceeds to move again. The trouble is not due to external interference since a GPO engineer has checked this. There is also loss of focus which can be restored only by turning the brightness and contrast controls down — but this gives a very dark picture.

The effect is probably due to arcing, and a possible cause is the dual thermistor TH501 in the degaussing circuit. This component is mounted on the timebase board. Examine the panel for any signs of arcing or component overheating. (GEC single-standard hybrid colour chassis.)

DECCA CS2233
The trouble with this set is lack of height, with the height control having almost no effect.
Check the voltage at the anode of the PCF80 field oscillator triode (pin 1). You will almost certainly find this low — it should be about 90V. The trouble is usually that R402 (820kΩ) which is in series with the height control has increased in value. It goes up to 2-3MΩ or more. (Decca 30 series chassis.)

FERGUSON 3809
There is a bright white outline to the right of all black objects and a black line to the right of white objects. The i.f. alignment has not been disturbed.
The fault is in the video channel. Check the value of the video output transistor's collector load resistors R40 and R41 (2-2kΩ and 5-1kΩ respectively), and its emitter compensating capacitor C39 (0-0033µF) which could be defective. Then check back to the video driver stage VT8 and if necessary make a thorough examination in both the input and output circuits. (Thorn 1500 chassis.)

BUSH TV193S
The fault with this set is lack of height, with the height control having almost no effect.
Check the voltage at the anode of the PCF80 field oscillator triode (pin 1). You will almost certainly find this low — it should be about 90V. The trouble is usually that R402 (820kΩ) which is in series with the height control has increased in value. It goes up to 2-3MΩ or more. (Decca 30 series chassis.)
GEC 2119

The fault on this set is a thin vertical line the full height of the picture. It appears only infrequently and is generally on the left-hand side of the screen — though it has been noticed on the right-hand side. The line tends to fade in and out, lasting from a few seconds to half a minute. There is no audible arcing and all other picture and sound conditions remain satisfactory.

An infrequent intermittent fault is always difficult to diagnose. However, we suggest you check the following:
- plug PL35 on the convergence board (panel PC470), C414 and C415 across the primary winding of the line driver transformer on the line oscillator panel (PC466) and the l.t. rectifier D601 on the line output panel (PC475). The earthing of these panels should be checked as well. (GEC 2110 series chassis.)

PYE CT205

The picture and colour are all right except that the colour breaks into parallel horizontal bands across the screen. The trouble clears for varying periods.

The trouble is due to the reference oscillator on the decoder panel being out of adjustment. The set a.p.c. bias control RV10 on the panel should be varied until colour lock is obtained. Change channel and repeat the adjustment until colour returns at once on channel change. (Pye 697 chassis.)

HORIZONTAL LINE

A horizontal line travels up the screen on this HMV Model 2639. There is no distortion of the displayed scene nor any audible hum. I have seen the same trouble near here on a couple of sets of other makes. A transmission problem is ruled out since the latter two receivers operate on different channels.

Being asynchronous, the band is coming from the 50Hz mains supply. If it’s a broad band without sharply defined edges, check the set’s main h.t. electrolytic smoothing block. If the line is narrow and sharply defined, it could be due to mains-borne interference — especially if it is intermittent.

PHILIPS 551

The sound is normal but the picture is completely overlaid by green colour plus horizontal white lines. The picture improves when the brilliance control is turned up but the colours are wrong. Unfortunately the fault is intermittent — it can last for hours and then clear itself suddenly, and can reappear just as suddenly.

Assuming that the trouble occurs on a monochrome picture as well as on colour, we suggest you concentrate on the green output stage — transistor Tr7348 and its associated components. Tap and probe for dry-joints, and check for thermal troubles using freezer and gentle heat. If this is to no avail, suspect the TBA530 matrixing I.C. (IC7002). (Philips G8 chassis.)

HMV 2808

The picture on this set is discernible only in a darkened room. Voltage readings seem to be generally correct, though the video output transistor’s collector voltage is rather high (about 110V instead of 88V). No d.c. voltage can be measured at the c.r.t. grid — is this correct? I suspect the tube but would like your opinion.

You will not read a d.c. voltage at the c.r.t. grid with a conventional meter — the grid is taken to chassis via a couple of resistors, with the flyback blanking pulses applied to the junction of these resistors. We suggest you check the first anode feed resistor R115 (3·9MΩ) and then concentrate on the video output stage — the collector voltage is certainly abnormally high. Check the transistor itself, its base bias resistors R38 and R39, and its emitter resistors R43 and R42. We would not suspect the tube in this case. (Thorn 1500 chassis.)

KB SV047

The line oscillator frequency seems to run away, though the picture remains synchronised, often with three overlapping pictures. Sudden loss of line hold occurs prior to or just after the frequency runs away. A slight touch on the line hold control restores a good picture. The PCF802 line oscillator valve and the flywheel sync discriminator diodes have been replaced.

Your problem is almost always due to failure of R131 (47kΩ) which supplies bias to the triode cathode of the PCF802 from the h.t. line. Replace it with a 2W resistor. Less likely possibilities are the line sync pulse differentiating capacitor C71 (40pF) or the flywheel sync filter resistor R130 (1·2MΩ). (STC/ITT VC100 chassis.)

BAIRD 8734

The initial problem was that the colour disappeared when the set warmed up, a black band appearing on the left-hand side of the screen and gradually increasing to about 1in. Removing the back of the set restores the colour as the chassis cools. Then the colour on ITV went off on camera changes from a bright to a dark scene, reappearing on a bright scene. More recently still the colour vanished on all stations and can be temporarily recovered only when reselecting the channel or adjusting the tuner. On adjusting the line hold control the picture moved across to the left and the colour reappeared — it seems to have settled down again, and the picture has been recently with the horizontal shift control. I still have to keep the back off however.

Pulses from the line output stage are used in the decoder, and this is one of those chassis where line timebase faults can in consequence lead to loss of colour. Your problem is due to line drift, which is commonly caused by the following components (listed in order of likelihood): the 22μF flywheel filter capacitor C506, the 22μF reactance transistor emitter decoupler C511, the discriminator diodes W501/W502, the reactance transistor VT501 and the feedback capacitors in this stage, C509 (0·002μF) and C510 (300pF). When you have cleared the trouble, reset the line hold control while shorting the sync test point at the bottom right-hand corner of the chassis frame. (Thorn 3000 chassis.)

MURPHY V2312

When the brightness control setting is advanced the picture size increases and the middle of the screen — already fainter than the rest of the screen — disappears. The line output stage valves have been replaced without making any difference. The boost voltage measured at the c.r.t. first anode is low at 380V. Am I right in suspecting the line output transformer?

First confirm the presence of sufficient drive — around 35V — at the control grid (pin 1) of the PL504. Then disconnect the line scan coils by snipping the wire leading to one side of the coil assembly. If the voltage at pin 3 of the c.r.t. doesn’t then rise to about 600V the line output transformer is almost certainly faulty. This is not uncommon on these models. (Bush TV161 series.)
**BUSH CTV25**

This set was bought untested and works satisfactorily except for slight striations down the left-hand side of the screen and slight chrominance noise. Scope waveforms indicate that the striations originate in the line output stage, but despite extensive checks the fault has not come to light.

The striations are almost certainly due to the line linearity coil damping resistor 3R25 (1.5kΩ) being either high-resistance or open-circuit. Poor chrominance could be due to an inefficient aerial, incorrect adjustment of the preset colour saturation control 5RV4, or the first chrominance amplifier transistor 5VT9 (BC108) being noisy.

**GEC 2018**

Sound is normal but the screen is grainy. The valves, including those in the tuner, have been replaced without success. There is also pulling on verticals – advancing the contrast control makes this condition worse.

If the aerial is o.k. it seems that the fault must be in the tuner. Probably the switch contacts need cleaning and adjustment.

A Sobell Model 1040 colour receiver developed the following symptom over a period of several months. With increased overall screen illumination, produced either by advancing the brightness control or by the picture signal itself, a vertical band slightly brighter than the rest of the display would appear towards the middle of the screen. The effect became more noticeable – indeed, unacceptable – at signal levels corresponding to high overall brightness, yet was barely discernible at lower brightness.

It was concluded that the trouble must be in some way a consequence of increasing the beam current, so attention was directed to the line output stage and e.h.t. circuits generally. A PL509 line output valve and an e.h.t. tripler are employed and, rather unusually, in this early version of the chassis a BY147P solid-state rectifier is used as the boost diode. The valve and diode were replaced without any improvement. A number of small components were then checked, including the VDR in the PL509’s control grid circuit, but to no avail.

For beam current limiting the voltage at the cathode of the PL509 is sampled – this voltage rises as the c.r.t. beam current increases of course. The voltage is applied to a transistor in the brightness control network. An abnormal rise in the PL509’s cathode current results in the transistor switching on. This action reduces the voltage tapped from the brightness control, thus pulling back the beam current. It was decided to temporarily disconnect this circuit – but the fault remained. Neither was there any significant improvement after changing the tripler!

The line output valve is driven by a conventional PCF802 sinewave line oscillator stage. This circuit was examined next and after carrying out a number of checks it was decided that the cause of the trouble was eventually brought to light. Have you any idea which component might have been responsible? See next month’s Television for the solution and for a further item in the test case series.

**SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 166**

*(Page 667 last month)*

The sound signal transmitted on the 625-line standard is frequency-modulated, and like the Band II f.m. sound radio signal the treble is deliberately emphasised at the transmitter. The response is some 3dB up at 3kHz, thereafter rising progressively at the rate of 6dB/octave, corresponding to the British 50μsec f.m. time-constant for pre-emphasis. Equalisation is required in the receiver by means of 50μsec de-emphasis, and in the Thorn 8000 chassis this is provided by an 0.001μF capacitor (C198) connected from pin 7 of the sound i.c. to chassis.

In the case under discussion this capacitor was found to be open-circuit (a mechanical fault rather than an electrical one). Replacement restored the balance of sound and eliminated the sibilance.

Transmission pre-emphasis and receiver de-emphasis are used on the f.m. system in the interest of noise reduction – providing an improved sound signal-to-noise ratio.
**Notice to Readers**

Whilst prices of goods shown in classified advertisements are correct at the time of closing for press, readers are advised to check with the advertiser both prices and availability of goods before ordering from non-current issues of the magazine.

---

**S & B Electronics**

7 PENGEGON MOOR, PENGEGON, CAMBORNE, CORNWALL

- Capacitors, Diodes, Transistors, Resistors, etc.
- Assorted, well worthy.
- S.A.E. for quotation.

- MAIL ORDER ONLY.

**S. W. Electronics**

114 BURLINGTON AVENUE, RAITHWALL, CHESHIRE.

- VALVE BARGAINS
- CUT PRICE FULLY TESTED
- PACE VALVES 25p EACH
- FREE POST AND PACKING

**Panel Repair/Exchange Singles or Bulk**

**Modular Electronics**

160 BRABAZON ROAD, HOUNSLOW TW9 9LP

Tel: 01-897 0976

- 200 New Resistors, well assorted.
- 1 1/2 Watts, Carbon-Hi-Stab Oxide, etc.
- £1.50 post free.

---

**New B.V.A. Valves**

Cut Price Fully Tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCL82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCF80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20p</td>
<td>PCF81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20p</td>
<td>PCF82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20p</td>
<td>PCL80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15p</td>
<td>PCF83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15p</td>
<td>PCF86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>EF83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>EF80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5p</td>
<td>PY81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCL81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCF803</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCF804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCF805</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCL85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCL86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCF802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCL82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCF801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30p</td>
<td>PCF800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Price for each valve or more post free, C.W.O.**

---

**Valves**

Radio-TV Industrial Transmitting

2200 Types. 1930 to 1975, many obsolete. List 10p.

S.A.E. for quotation. Post-Pay service.

We wish to purchase all types of new and boxed valves and capacitors. Wholesaler’s, Dealer’s, etc., stocks purchased.

COX RADIO (SUSSEX) LTD.

The Parade, East Wittering, Sussex

West Wittering 2023

---

**Approach 500 Components**

- Resistors, Capacitors, Diodes, Transistors, Pots, Coils, etc.
- Identified, free from falling-out, and surplus.
- Good value at £1.75. All inclusive. (U.K. postal rates only).

CWO please to: L. Penessey, (T) Bankhead Farm, South Queensferry, West Lothian.

---

**Technologies**

- Pattern Generator Model PG3
- This compact unit generates six invaluable video patterns for setting up
- COLOUR TV RECEIVERS:
- "CROSSTEST GRID"
- "GONNAL GRID"
- "VERTICALS"
- "HORIZONTALS"
- "WHITE RASTER"
- "GREYSCALE (STEPWEDGE)"

Use when adjusting: Static Convergence, Dynamic Convergence, Picture Geometry, Colour Focus, Focus, Beam Limiter, Grey-Scale Tracking, Black-level Clamping, etc. on television sets. A large output for valve or solid state sets. Available as kits for static or dynamic tests. KIT £1.50, or built and tested £4.75, inclusive. Still available.

---

**EX Rental TV**

19" UHF 825 £4.50
23" UHF 825 £6.00
Colour from £40.00

**Edward's & Sons**

103 Goldhawk Road, London W12

Tel: 01-743 6996

---

**Aerials**

Wright’s Aerials

Antifield high gain arrays: MB48 £13.30, MB88 £23.30, Also DXTV aerials.

Labgear UK £40.00, Black & decker 250W.

---

**Small Ads**

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 13 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 40p extra. Semi-display setting £7.00 per single column inch (2.5cm). All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Television, and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd". Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Manager, Television, Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited, King's Reach Tower, Stamford St, London, SE1 9LS. (Telephone 01-261 5846).
SERVICE SHEETS. SERVICE MANUALS
PRACTICAL AND TECHNICAL BOOKS
COVERING COLOUR & MONO TELEVISIONS, RADIOS, RECORD PLAYERS, TAPE RECORDERS, ETC.

SERVICE SHEETS 75p PLUS S.A.E. SERVICE SHEET CATALOGUE 50p

BOOKS
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE U.K. ONLY

SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE 2nd EDN. by G. J. King..........................£4.80
TV FAULT FINDING BOOK by Data Publications Ltd.................................£1.15
COLOUR TELEVISION THEORY by G. H. Hurson........................................£5.50
COLOUR TELEVISION PICTURE FAULTS by K. J. Bohman..............................£2.70
COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING by G. J. King....................................£5.90
FIRST BOOK OF DIODE EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani..............................£1.10
SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani..................£1.15
HANDBOOK OF I.C. EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani.................................£0.90
COLOUR T.V. WITH REFERENCE TO THE PAL SYSTEM by G. N. Patchett....£5.25
TELEVISION (COLOUR & MONOCHROME) PART 3 by G. N. Patchett.........£2.80
MAZDA BOOK OF PAL RECEIVER SERVICING by D. J. Seal.........................£5.20
RADIO SERVICING - FM RECEIVERS & AUDIO EQUIPMENT by Patchett.........£1.70
TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK by G. J. King.....................................£5.00
RADIO VALVE & SEMICONDUCTOR DATA. 10th EDN. by A. M. Ball.............£2.35
TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR......................................£3.75
(SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR FREE BOOK LISTS)

WESTCOCK NEW AND SECONDHAND EDITIONS OF "RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING" BOOKS.
FROM VOLUME ONE UP TO 1975-76 EDITION. PRICES ON REQUEST.

BACK ISSUES OF FOLLOWING MAGAZINES AVAILABLE, COVER PRICE PLUS 17p POSTAGE, PER COPY:
P. WIRELESS, P. ELECTRONICS, E. ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION, R. CONSTRUCTOR, ELECTRONICS TODAY, ELEKTOR.

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES
190, KINGS ROAD, HARROGATE, N. YORKSHIRE. TEL. HARROGATE (STD 0423) 55885
OPEN TO CALLERS DAILY 9.00 a.m. TO 5.00 p.m. PLEASE INCLUDE AN S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES

SERVICE SHEETS - COLOUR TV SERVICE MANUALS
Service Sheets for Mono TV, Radios, Record Players and Tape Recorders 75p.

We can supply manuals for most makes of Colour Television Receivers by return Post.
B. R.C. PYE EKCO PHILIPS ITT/KB SONY G.E.C. HITACHI BAIRD ULTRA INVICTA
FEFRUSION H.M.W. MAGNORD AND MANY MORE. LET US QUOTE YOU.
Please send a Stamped Addressed Envelope for a prompt reply.

COLOUR TV SERVICE MANUALS
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE U.K. ONLY

ALBA, BRC, BUSH, DECCA, GEC, DEFIANT, MARCONI, ECKO, PYE, FERGUSON, DYNATRON
NATIONAL, HITACHI, INVICTA, IIT/KB, RGD, GRUNDIG, SOBELLE, STELLA, SONY, MURPHY,
PHILIPS, MITSUBISHI, ULTRA

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION

"COMPREHENSIVE TV REPAIR MANUALS"
by McCourt. In 7 Volumes
These unique books save time and money on repairs and cover most British Colour & Mono sets. Price £5.80 per volume plus 45p POST, or complete 7 volumes for only £25.00.
POST FREE. SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.

COLOR TV BOOKS
COVERING FOLLOWING MAKES
ALBA, BRC, BUSH, DECCA, GEC, DEFIENT, MARCONI, ECKO, PYE, FERGUSON, DYNATRON,
NATIONAL, HITACHI, INVICTA, IIT/KB, RGD, GRUNDIG, SOBELLE, STELLA, SONY, MURPHY,
PHILIPS, MITSUBISHI, ULTRA

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION

"COMPREHENSIVE TV REPAIR MANUALS"
by McCourt. In 7 Volumes
These unique books save time and money on repairs and cover most British Colour & Mono sets. Price £5.80 per volume plus 45p POST, or complete 7 volumes for only £25.00.
POST FREE. SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

DX-TV
The new booklet "LONG-DISTANCE TELEVISION" by Roger W. Bunney is now published, detailing the practical and theoretical aspects of weak signal reception and the DX-TV hobby. The 3rd edition is a completely revised and enlarged version of earlier editions, now running to some 60 pages and profusely illustrated. It is available at £1.11 (inclusive of surface postage worldwide) only from:
WESTON PUBLISHING
33 Chervil Street, Romsey, Hants, SO5 8BF

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, etc., 10,000 models. Catalogue 24p, plus S.A.E. with orders enquires.
Telray, 154 Brook Street, Preston, PR1 7IP.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, etc., 50p and S.A.E. Catalogue 20p and S.A.E., Hamilton Radio, 47 Beacon Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

LARGE SUPPLIER OF SERVICE SHEETS
All at 75p each
(Except Colour & Car Radios)
(T.V., RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS, RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS, STEREOGRAMS, RADIOGRAMS, CAR RADIOS)

Please state if Circuit will do if Service Sheet not in stock.
"PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES"
Otherwise cannot be attended to
Please return if not required

C. CARANNA
71 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON, NW11 8BX

We have the largest supplies of Service Sheets (strictly by return of post). Please state make and model number alternative.
Free T.V. fault tracing chart or T.V. list on request with order.
Mail order or phone 01-458 4882
Large stocks of Colour Manuals, No Overseas Mail Please.

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS
REWINDING ELECTRIC MOTORS
This unique instruction manual shows step by step how to rewind motors, working part or full time, without previous experience. Everything you need to know is explained, including where to obtain materials, how to list and market the work you need, etc. A goldmine of information and knowledge.
Only £3.90 plus 26p P & P.

Magnum Publications, Dept TV5, Binkley Trading Estate, Brinkleyway, Stockport SK3 0BZ.
Overseas Distributors wanted.
REBUILT TUBES!

YOU'RE SAFE WHEN YOU BUY FROM RE-VIEW!

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17&quot;</td>
<td>£7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIMBAND &amp; TWIN PANEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16&quot;, 17&quot;, 19&quot;</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>£10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23&quot;</td>
<td>£11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>£12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carriage £2.16 inc. V.A.T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COLOUR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17&quot;, 18&quot;, 19&quot;</td>
<td>£28.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22&quot;</td>
<td>£31.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25&quot;</td>
<td>£33.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td>£37.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exchange Basis £5 Deposit Returnable.
Old Tube.
(carriage-ins. £2.70 inc. V.A.T.)
Guarantee 1 year
Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery
Add 12 1/2% V.A.T. to all orders
INQUIRIES S.A.E. PLEASE

RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD
WEST CROYDON, SURREY
Tel. 01-689 7735

ZAAR COLOUR VIDEO LTD.
The Theory and Practice of PAL Colour Television
IN THREE IMPORTANT SOUND COLOUR FILMS

Part 1. The Colour Signal (30 mins)
Part 2. The Receiver Decoder (25 mins)
Part 3. Receiver Installation (25 mins)
for purchase or hire in 16mm. film or Philips VCR, U-matic, U-matic VHS, 8mm., 16mm., 35mm. and 16mm. film and reel video tape by our full broadcast specification colour Television Transfer Suite.

Please send s.a.e. (foolscap) for full details to:
ZAAR INTERNATIONAL CINEMA AND TV PROGRAMMES
339 CLIFTON DRIVE SOUTH,
ST. ANNES, LANCASHIRE.
0253 721053
Film-to-Video tape transfer laboratory.

TELEVISION TRAINING

16 MONTHS' full-time practical and theoretical training course in Radio & TV Servicing (Mono & Colour) for beginners with GCE (or equivalent) in Maths. and English.
13 WEEKS' full-time Colour TV Servicing course. Includes 100 hours practical training. Mono revision if necessary. Good electronics background essential.
NEXT SESSION commences on January 3rd.
PROSPECTUS FROM:
London Electronics College, Dept. TT11, 20 Panyewrn Road, London SW3 9SU.
Tel. 01-373 8721.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
Get the training you need to move up into a higher paid job. Take the first step now - write or phone ICS for details of ICS specialist home study courses on Radio, TV, Audio Eng. and Servicing, Electronics, Computers; also self-build kits.
Full details from:
ICS SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
Dept. 802Z, Intertext House, London, SW8 4L11 (All Hours)

COLOUR TV SERVICING
Learn the techniques of servicing Colour TV sets through new home study course approved by leading manufacturer. Covers principles, practice and alignment with numerous illustrations and diagrams. Other courses for radio and audio servicing.
Full details from:
ICS SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
Dept. 802Z, Intertext House, London, SW8 4L11 (All Hours)

SITUATIONS VACANT
COLOUR TV Engineer requires employment. South West Coastal area preferred. Write to Box No. 133.

LADDERS
ALUMINIUM Cat Ladders 12ft.-24ft. Tel: Telford West Midlands. 021-354 9764.

MISCELLANEOUS
COLCHESTER'S COMPONENTS SHOP. Open Sunday-Friday 12-6pm. J. K. Electronics, 11 Mersea Road, Phone: 64433.

REGENERATING EQUIPMENT
DETAI LS FROM
BARRETT S
1 Mayo Road, Croydon CRO 2QP
Tel: 01-684 9917

WHOLESALE RENTAL COMPANIES AND TRADERS SUPPLIED - SPECIAL QUOTATIONS GIVEN
Discounts given on 100 lots or 100 mixed lots. Certain stock lines available at generous discount. Enquiries invited.

ALL GOODS BRANDED OF HIGH QUALITY AND NEW
Please add 12 1/2% for V.A.T.
Minimum order £3.00. Under £10.00 please add 25p & P.
Terms of business C.W.O.
PHILIP H. BEARMAN
(VALE SPECIALISTS)

NEW valves by Mullard, Mazda, Telefunken, Tungsram, etc.

IMMEDIATE POSTAL DISPATCH
LISTS S.A.E.
DISCOUNT PRICES INCLUDING IN ALL ALLOWANCE IN LIEU OF GUARANTEE

PHILIP H. BEARMAN

6 & 8 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS. Tel: 01-449 1934-5

NEW TUBES AT CUT PRICES

A28-14W Equivalent
A47-26W/CME1913
AW59-91/CME2303
CME1201/A33-18W
CME1202/A33-181W
CME1220/A33-120W
CME1420/A33-100W
CME1520/A33-120W
CME1601/A40-11W
CME1602/A40-12W
CME1713/A44-120
CME1906/A47-13W
CME1908/A47-14W
CME2031/A50-120
CME2306/A59-13W
CME2313/A59-23W
CME2413/A61-120W

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR K.B. FEATHERLITE VC11
TSDB282/217

JAPANESE etc. TUBES

9AGP4 Equivalent
190AB4
190C84
30D2AB4/D24
30DBW4/D24J
30EBU4
30EYB4
30F4B4 Equivalent
30GN4B4A
340B4
340AB3
340C3
340H3

COLOUR TUBES

A47-342X
A49-291X/120X
A51-220X/S10DJB22
A56-120X
A56-140X/1410X
A66-120X
A66-140X/1410X
A67-120X
A67-140X/1410X

All Tubes Guaranteed 12 Months

CARRIAGE:
Mono £1.50. Colour £2.50
N. Ireland £2.75
ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

46/48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE RD., LONDON, SW11. Tel. 228 6859.

WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD STAMPS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decca C.T.V. 19/25 D/STD</td>
<td>£24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips 25” G6 D/STD</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEC-19/25 D/STD</td>
<td>£48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorn 2000</td>
<td>£56.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEC-19/22 S/STD</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips 22” G6 S/STD</td>
<td>£64.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorn 3000</td>
<td>£72.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurosonic 22” S/STD</td>
<td>£72.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy CV 2211 S S/STD</td>
<td>£76.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush 184 S S/STD</td>
<td>£80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pye 205/252 S/STD</td>
<td>£96.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorn 18/20 Current Model</td>
<td>£112.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEC 22” Electronic Tuner</td>
<td>£144.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All above sets in good working order. All above plus £8 delivery.

**COLOUR TUBES**
- **(PROFESSIONAL REBUILDS)**
  - **19” £24.00**
  - **25” £30.00**
  - PLUS £4 P.PKG

Always a good selection of modern and older C.T.V. panels and scrap chassis cabinets, mono tubes, etc. etc.

**AGENTS FOR TOP QUALITY MERCURY UHF SET TOP MULTI-BAND AERIALS. BOXES OF 25 FOR £45, DEL. & VAT INC.**

**SQUARE SCREEN MONO**
Most models available, i.e., GEC, Decca, Thorn, D/STD from £12.00. Phillips, Pye, Thorn, Bush, S/STD from £16.00

**HUNDREDS OF 19”/23” MONO T.V’S** to pick from at giveaway prices. All prices plus VAT.
Please write for quotation on any set or spares. Callers welcome. Quantity discounts. Deliveries arranged.

**SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED**
Please note our new address:
- **214, PURLEY WAY**
- **CROYDON**
- **01-686 7951**

Britain's Largest Independent TV Tube Rebuilder

---

**THE SOUND MATCHMAKER**
Every month Practical Hi-Fi & Audio carries an updated matching hi-fi guide. With this detailed knowledge, you can now choose your components and assemble a quality system with confidence.

There is also regular coverage of hi-fi developments and commonsense advice on hi-fi problems.

A sound match of practical hi-fi and audio
COLOUR, UHF & TELEVISION SPARES

NEW COLOUR BAR GENERATOR KIT (FOR ADDITION TO MANOR SUPPLIES CROSS HATCH KITS & UNITS) £22.00 p.p. 75p.


(RIPHD BFD MODULAR AVAILABLE)

NEW GREY SCALE KIT, ADDS ON TO ABOVE CROSS HATCH KITS AND UNITS £2.90 p.p. 75p.

**NEW TYPE SIGNAL STRONG METER, ONE CONTROL, P.C. BOARD FULL KIT £18.00 p.p. 75p.**


CRT REACTIVATOR PROJECT FULL KIT £17.48 p.p. 90p.

"TELEVISION" CONSTRUCTORS COLOUR SET PROJECT, NEW MARK II DEMONSTRATION MODEL WITH LATEST IMPROVEMENTS, TWO SETS WORKING AND ON VIEW AT 172 WEST ENDALE ROAD, NW.6, LISTED.

"TELEVISION" PROJECT CROSS HATCH KIT £3.60 p.p. 20p.


"FIVE IN ONE" PANEL, replaces Tuner IF, Decoder, RGB, and sound boards of original project. Tested on colour, with all data £26.00 p.p. 90p.


DECCA Colour T.V. Thyristor Power Supply, HT, LT etc. £3.80 p.p. 90p.


MURPHY 849 to 2417, etc.

MULLARD 2047 series £6.20

DECCA DR95, 101/606, DRI £6.40

BUSH 105 to 186SS, etc £6.80

DECCA 2040, 2047 series £6.20

LONDON SW8 4UJ. Tel 622 9911 (all hours)

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET.

I am interested in:
Name:
Address:
Phone No:

Technical Training in Radio, Television and Electronics

Start training TODAY and make sure you are qualified to take advantage of the many opportunities open to trained people. ICS can further your technical knowledge and provide the specialist training so essential to success.

ICS, the world's most experienced home study college has helped thousands of people to move up into higher paid jobs – and they can do the same for you.

For further details and free booklet post or phone TODAY.

The ICS Guarantee

If you are studying for an examination, ICS will guarantee coaching until you are successful – at no extra cost.

There is a wide range of courses to choose from, including:

City and Guilds Certificates:
- Telecommunications Technicians
- Radio, TV and Electronics Technicians
- Electrical Installation Work
- Technical Communications
- Radio Amateur
- MPT General Radio Engineering Certificate

Diploma Courses:
- Electronic Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Servicing and Maintenance
- Technical Training

COLOUR TV Servicing

Technicians trained in TV Servicing are in constant demand. Learn all the techniques you need to service Colour and Mono TV sets through new home study courses which are approved by a leading manufacturer.

The ICS Guarantee

If you are studying for an examination, ICS will guarantee coaching until you are successful – at no extra cost.

I am interested in:
Name:
Address:
Phone No:

International Correspondence Schools,
Dept. 8002. Intertex House,
LONDON SW5 4UJ. Tel 622 9911 (all hours)
## MULTISECTION CAPACITORS

| Description | 400-400/350 | 200-200-150/50 | 1000-2000/35 | 600/300 | 600/250 | 200-300/350 | 1000-1000/40 | 2500-2500/30 | 300-300/300 | 200-200-75/25-350 | 100-100-100-16/275 | 150-100-100-150/320 | 150-150-100/350 | 175-100-100 | 220/100 | 2500-2500/63 | 700/200 | 400/350 | 1.55 |
|-------------|-------------|----------------|-------------|---------|---------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|-------------|-------------|---------|

## DROPPER SECTIONS

### MAINS DROPPERS

| Pye 11062 | 75p |
| Pye 11009 | 1.20 |
| BRC Mono 1400 | 80p |
| BRC Mono 1500 | 75p |
| BRC Colour 3000/3500 | 75p |
| BRC Colour 8000 | 75p |
| BRC Colour 8500 | 75p |
| Phillips G8 | 50p |
| Phillips 210 with link | 50p |
| Phillips 210 | 65p |
| RRI Mono 141 | 75p |
| RRI Mono 161 | 80p |
| GEC 27840 | 75p |
| GEC 2000 | 35p |
| Phillips G9 | 35p |

### THYRISTORS

| 2N4443 | 1.20 |
| TV106 | 1.20 |
| BR101 | 45p |
| BRY39 | 45p |
| BR100 | 35p |

### Bridge Rectifiers

| BY164 | 55p |
| BY179 | 65p |
| W005 | 35p |
| W002 | 35p |
| W004 | 35p |

## INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

### MC1307P

| TAA350 | 1.90 |
| TAA650 | 50p |
| TAA6630 | 4.00 |
| TBA1205 | 1.50 |
| TBA1205Q | 1.50 |
| TBA2050Q | 2.50 |
| TBA300 | 2.00 |
| TBA400 | 3.00 |
| TBA500 | 4.00 |
| TBA600CQ | 4.50 |
| TBA750Q | 2.20 |
| TBA900 | 1.60 |
| TBA200 | 4.00 |
| TBA900Q | 1.40 |
| SN6003N | 2.75 |

### MC1310P

| TAA350 | 1.90 |
| TAA650 | 50p |
| TAA6630 | 4.00 |
| TBA1205 | 1.50 |
| TBA1205Q | 1.50 |
| TBA2050Q | 2.50 |
| TBA300 | 2.00 |
| TBA400 | 3.00 |
| TBA500 | 4.00 |
| TBA600CQ | 4.50 |
| TBA750Q | 2.20 |
| TBA900 | 1.60 |
| TBA200 | 4.00 |
| TBA900Q | 1.40 |
| SN6003N | 2.75 |

### MC1327P

| TBA900 | 1.60 |
| TBA200 | 4.00 |
| TBA900Q | 1.40 |

## VALVES

| DRY86/87 | 42p |
| DRY802 | 42p |
| ECC82 | 42p |
| EF80 | 38p |
| EF103 | 44p |
| EF184 | 44p |
| EH90 | 45p |
| PCC89 | 52p |
| PHC189 | 52p |

## EHTRIPLERS

| BRC950 | 2.40 |
| BRC1400 | 2.40 |
| BRC1500(117) | 2.40 |
| BRC1500(24) | 2.75 |
| BRC2500 | 6.00 |
| BRC3000 | 2.60 |
| BRC8500 | 5.00 |
| BRC9000 | 7.00 |
| Deca CS190 | 6.50 |
| Phillips LB | 6.60 |

## PHD COMPONENTS DEPT 2

18 HEDDON COURT PARADE, COCKFOSTERS, HERTS.

01-440 1141 TELEX 261295